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Pioneer American
〆

Insurance Company
Our policy known for it's "Worlcl-^Vidc coverage ns The ^Vliilc Shield plan is writicn by Pioneer American Insurance

Old Line Legal Reserve Life Insurance Company. Tlic chargeable premium is based on tJie 
and board rate and of course hospital charges vary widely in Japan and throughouL the world.

Co., of Fori Worlh, Texas, an
1 daily hospital room
| Shield Hospital and Surgical Insurance may be written to pay the actual hospital confinement expense up lo $5.00 per day 

for increased coverage up to $15.00 daily.
The following example is based

or
daily hospital confinement charge of $5.00 and includes the following:

I一HOSPITAL ROOM AND BOARD: That while the policy is in force should any. member of the WHITE SHIELD 
PLAN be confined in a lawfully operated hospital, tlic Co., will pay aciual expense up to $500.00 Tor any one accident

on a

or sickness at ihc rate of $5.00 per clay.
2—ACCUMULATED HOSPITAL RESIDENCE BENEFITS: The period during which benefits may be paid 

umlcr Part 1 sliall be increased by 10 days for each 12 consecutive months that this policy is in force, until the total
ninxiimmi

period of 200 days has been reached. 1
3_Additional benefits included cover specified allowances for Operating room, Anesthetic, X-Ray, Medicines, Drugs, Am

bulance. Oxygen, Iron Lung etc.
outlined in the policy and allowances vary with the type opera lion. The Yokohama BlufT4—Surgical benefits

Hospital charges for operations compare favorably with While Shield allowance limits. Surgical Benefits arc payable
king from sickness not less than 6 months from date of issuance. i

to exceed $50.00, arc variable after the policy has been in force 10 months. '
accidcnLal bodily injuries sustained while this policy is in force and

arc

for operations
5— Maternity Benefits,
6— A一..Injuries” as used in our policy 

are covered on dale of policy issuance.
B一‘'Sickness” means sickness, illness or disease which is covered after thirty days from date of policy issuance.

rcsn
not

means

LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

This policy docs not cover loss caused by (a) venereal disease or syphilis; (b) mental derangement or nervous disorders; (c) dental opera-
passenger; (g) intentionally self-in- 

any other complications of pregnancy except
(e) war or any act of war; (f) air travel other thantions or dental treatment; (d) simple rest c 

J flictcd injury or self-inflicted injury while
provided in Part V under the heading “ Maternity Benefit"; (i) abdominal hernia, tuberculosis or heart disease unless the loss occurs not less 

!| than six months after the date of this policy; (j) surgical operation? caused by tonsillitis, appendicitis, or diseases of the generative organs, 
the loss caused by hospital confinement during which such operations arc performed, unless the loss occurs not less than six moths

loss caused by those conditions named

urc; 
insa

ns a
(h) childbirth, miscarriage, abortion orne; as

I
nor
after the date of issue of this policy. If this policy lapse and be reinstated, said policy will not 
in parts (i) and (j) hereof, unless the loss occurs not less than six months after the date of reinstatement.

$5.00 daily hospital room benefit would carry an annual premium of $62.81 for a family of three

cover

The foregoing example based on persons.
Increased daily room benefits will of course increase the chargeable premium. Each application must be computed seperately by our office.

Those interested in this protection may complete and mail this coupon with no obligation. Persons located in this 
Yokohama 2-7&11 or 2-7842 for information.

may telephonearea

TO: PIONEER AMERICAN INSURANCE CO. 
P. O. BOX 420, YOKOHAMA, JAPAN

I am interested in further information on your White Shield Plan based on

per day hospital coverage.

My family consists of the following (include ages):

S —

I

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY KEN

MISSION Signed
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to intercession should FAR OUTWEIGH the time j 
given to evangelism and to edifying believers. Follow- • 
ing this principle, I firmly believe that the history of 
missions in Japan would radically change. 1959 will 
mark one hundred years of Protestant missions here, 
yet vast multitudes of this great nation have 
heard the message of the Supernatural Christ of God. 
When will they hear?—With

never

clouds forming in 
various areas, with Israel now re-constituted as a , 
nation (May 14,1948) after nearly 2,000 years of be
ing scattered as an outcast among the nations, with : 
rising apostasy and plans underway to enlarge the ' 
ecumenical “super-chui.ch” by uniting the World 
Council of Churches with the International Missionary 
Council possibly in 1960—surely HIS coming is draw
ing nearer. May we in 1957 appropriate afresh the 
supernatural power of the Risen and hiving Christ for 
new conquests in His Name, NOT FAINTING in the 
way! 一（J.S.)

war

て

★

John S. Schwab, President, E. M. A. J.

POSITIVE PROGRESS ON

Colloquial Bible Revision

D o n’t Faint ! 了HE editor is greatly encouraged in the positive 
progress being made to revise and strengthen every 
weak point of the present Colloquial Japanese Bible. 
As of the last deadline, over 400 corrections were ( 
received from pastors, students and missionaries; how
ever, we believe this is just scraping the surface.

A Japanese Committee has been formally organized 
in the Kansai area and all the corrections received by 
the Japan Harvest have been channeled to this com
mittee of scholars who are competent in Hebrew and 
Greek as well as English. Looking at the immensity 
of the task, they have decided to devote themselves 
to this work of gathering, processing, and presenting 
the requested evangelical revisions to the Japan Bible 
Society.

\VHO can bear the weight of souls without sinking 
to the dust? Passionate longings after men’s 
version, if not fully satisfied (and when are they?), 
consume the soul with anxiety and disappointment.

the hopeful turn aside, the godly grow cold, 
professors abusing their privileges and sinners wax-

con-

To see

ing more bold in sin一are not these sights enough to 
crush to the earth?” So wrote C. H. Spurgeon tous
his students.

In the heat of warfare, too often God’s servants 
faint from spiritual and physical exhaustion. In days
and hours of disappointment, frustration, desperation 
of soul physical weakness,
Satan, seeks to pulverize and dilute our faith in HIS 
greatness and faithfulness. Once unbelief has polluted 
our souls,

To prevent fainting by the way, let us mark the 
words of Scripture:
1.“....the everlasting God, the Lord, the Creator of 

the ends of the earth, FAINTETII NOT, neither is 
weary. . . .He giveth power to the FAINT. .. .they 
that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength 
….they shall walk and NOT FAINT.” Isaiah 
40:28—31.

“faith-crusher,or our In a personal interview with two directors of the 
Japan Bible Society, the editor received the Society’s 
hearty thanks when he said, ‘‘We are confident that 
without too long a delay 've’ll have something definite 
to present to the directors of the Japan Bible Society.” 
The JBS directors said, “We welcome all constructive 
criticisms and suggestions and thank the Japan 
Harvest for this contribution to making God’s Word 
even more intelligible for the 90 million Japanese.” 
They went
Revised Version since 1946 has not had one edition 
in which criticisms haven’t been considered and in-

are unfit for victorious warfare.we

to say that the American Standardon

“….let us not be weary in well-doing; for in clue 
season we shall reap, if we FAINT NOT.” Galatians 
6:9.
“....men ought always to pray and NOT TO 
FAINT.” Luke 18:1.

2. corporated into the text. It is encouraging to note 
that in the preface already over 80 corrections have 
been incorporated as of the 1955 edition.

JAPAN HARVEST will continue to serve as a 
channeling agency for all constructivo criticisms 
ceived and urge your hearty cooperation. (K.J.) ★

3.
rc-At the beginning of this new year, may we each 

re-appraise
ourselves continually to prayer and to the ministry of 
the Word” was the pattern of the first century mis
sionary leaders. Of late the conviction has been grow
ing in my heart that in

【mission” here. “But we will giveo ui-

It is 
the darkness.

noble to Light candle,1 hen to cursemore one

ministry the time givenour
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MEN WANTED
REGISTRATION DEADLINE, FEB.15.1957 
WRITE FOR：

NEW 1957 CATALOGUE 
ENGLISH PROSPECTUS.

JAPANESE HANDBILLS.

• V 30 
FREE 
FREE

992, 4-CHOME, SHIMOTAKA1DO 
SUGINAMI-lUJ, TOKYO 
PH, 39-7079JAPAN CHRISTIAN COLLEGETHE REGISTRAR :

JAP腦 HARVEST
Is the United Voice of Japan's Evangelical 

Missionaries

* ホ

You can help strengthen tins voice by sending 
it to your key supporters, home board, 

church, etc.C. F. SHARP & CO.
TRAVEI division 1 s/a

EASY WAY TO SUBSCRIBE

Just Clip 
and Mail

5 JAPAN HARVEST 
S 992, ICIIOME, SIIIMOTAKAIDO 
\ SUGINAMI KU, TOKYO (FURIKAI NO. # 189066)
> Please enter my subscription for Japan Harvest 
5 Enclosed find: □ Y 500 ($1.50) for one year. □ ¥ 1,000 
j ($3.00) two years. □ Y 400 for E. M. A. J. members.
£ (Overseas remittance by Check or Money Order)Tokyo: 

Vokoham 
Osaka : 
Kobe: M

作探。riこ滅總總;^- Name

Address

City....

Mission

Ken

Signed
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JAPAN HARVEST READER’S REACTIONS
Vol. 5. No.1 WINTER. 1957

EDITORIAL PLATFORM
9 Provide news, surveys and information on 

many problems related to the missionary's 
work and methods.
9 Provide thought-provoking signed articles 

on vital, pertinent issues.
• Publish articles to encourage the mission

ary on the field.
• Provide practical ‘• how-to-do-it" articles.

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE 
Editorial Board: Edwin Dozier, Donald 

Hoke, Kenny Joseph, Elaine Nordstrom, 
John Schwab, James McAlpinc.

Staff:
Managing Editor..........
Book Reviews..............
News............................
Missionary Movements.
Surveys.......
Ladies Page.
Orientation..
Advertising..
Subscription
Printer.......
Publisher "…

WANTED: AN ARTICLE ON MISSION 
BOARDS

JAPAN HARVEST A QUARTERLY 
Sir:

M.. .I'm able to see the advantages of a 
Quarterly from the editorial slandpoint, 
but NOT from that of the subscriber, 
especially when lie gets something like 
July and October issues： lhey 
ami very valuable. The only criticism is 
(hat ic's sucli a long lime lo wait until 
the next one arrives. It would be easy 
to make up a monllily instead of a quar
terly—there is only one difficulty,、vlio will 
find the writers?

It would be an excellent things if you 
got n complete set of the Japan Evangel
ist (1893-1925). There 
of real valuable stuff in it; many important 

described. Much of il would

Sir:
. .Just been reading llic April issue of 

JAPAN HARVEST, rm sure it will be of 
ircmcndous interest to many.

I suggest you wrile an article in the 
JAPAN HARVEST—not trying to show 
who is right or wrong—but giving the dif
ferent methods under which ihc various 

boards operate; such as the way 
T.E.A.M., C.T.M., SoiUhcrn Raplist, C. & 
M.A., and others operate. Give us the dif
ferent plans and programs and let us de
cide which we think arc really being led 
of the Lord. U’s been n real concern to 

since I got back home and it seems 
to mo lhat a great deal of money is being 
wasted by 
for you to tell 
think it should be and whal is wrong 'villi 
sonic of the methods in operation..

Don Mott

finewere
Cl

....Kenny Joseph
.......Frank Cole
Victor Springer 
Mabel Lindsey 

Kenneth MeVety
......... Janet Kiel
.........Percy Luke
...... John Quimby
..... Shuko Nobata 

Toppan Printing Co., Ltd. 
........................ E. M. A. J.

mission

good dealwas a
REGIONAL CONTRIBUTORS : JAPAN
Hokkaido: ...Bob Kluttz, Ralph Buckwaltcr 
Tohoku:…"Frank Kongstein, Gilbert 

Bensen, Joe Meeko 
Arthur Kennedy, Gerald John
son, Bonnie Johnson, M. L. 
Fieldhouse, George Laug, Roy 
Adams

Hokuriku: ...Mass Vander Bilt, Bill Laut/, 
B. Buss

..Phil Luttio, Geoff Roberts 
..J.M.

Ken

me
men were
be well worth re-printing, and 
be used as a starting point. I sold my set 
and several oilier impoiiant

get back lo Japan after the 'var.”
G. M. T. Winthcr

might mission boards. I’(I likemore someKantO :
about how youme more

in orderones
to

Chubu:1 Kobe
(“S.O.S. If anyone knows the whereabouts 
of any stray Japan Evangelists, let us know. 
We’ll buy or borrow them.”一Ed.)

Former Vice-president, C.B.M.C..T.Winther, Eric Gosden, 
Roundhill, Sigurd Aske, 

Percy Luke, W. A. Mcllwaine
ChuRoku:.....Paul MeGarvey, Paul Benedict
Shikoku:..... Mabel Francis, D. T. Dale
Kyushu: ..... Vern Chandler, Mark Maxey,

Kansai:
Orlando, Florida

JAPAN HARVEST FOR PROSPECTIVE 
MISSIONARIESASIA

WORTHWHILE SOURCE OF NEWS
Sir:

Sir:......... Everett Cattell
.....Robert A. Nelson
......... James Dickson
....Harold Lovestrand 
.Timothy S. K. Dzao
.............Ruth Ziemer
........... Harvey Boese
...............Calvin Chao
.........Harold Voelkel
............ John Bechtel
........Stan Knneshiro
......David W. Ellison

India：...........
Ceylon:.......
Formosa:.....
New Guineo :•
Indonesia： ....
Philippines：...
Thailand:…
Singapore：....
Korea:.........
Honskonc： -•
Okinawa: ....
Cambodia:
JAPAN HARVEST is the oflicinl voice of 

the Evangelical Missionary Association of 
Japan (EMAJ). Letters for the Editorial Com
mittee and all matters of publication should 
be addressed to the Editor. Typed, signed 
manuscripts arc solicited. Send to:

Kenny Joseph, Editor
992, 4-chome, Shiinotakaido
Suginami Ku, Tokyo (Furikai No. # 180166)
(Ph. 39-7079) (Cable Address: Christcol,
Tokyo)

* All Official E.M. A. J. business letters should 
be addressed to John Schwab, President, 
1, 2-chomc, Surugadai Kandn, Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo tPh. 29-1512)
A’l signed articles and all paid advertising 

represent the authors* views and may not be 
in accord with the editorial policy of the 
JAPAN HARVEST.

Subscription rates:
Y 125 per copy. V 500 per year; Overseas:
Y 500 ($1.50)(EMAJ member: Y.lOOpcr year) 

Special rates for contract advertising. For
information contact:

AdverlisinR Manager： John Quimby
c/o JAPAN HARVEST (Ph. 96-2101) 

Editorial ond Advertising Deadlines:
March 1,June 1，Oct.1,1957 

The HARVEST is published one month 
following these dates.

“…Mi.. Charles Corwin of the C.J.P.M. 
spoke (o our students and referred to n 
••Survey
“Missionary Rsycliosonimics” in ihe July, 
1956 issue. Both of these articles, we feel, 
arc vitally connected wiih llic studies for

(Confd

. We do appreciate the JAPAN HAR
VEST and have found it a very wortli- 
whilc source of news

Clyde W. Taylor, See. 
Evangelical Foreign Missions 
Association

the Indigenous Churches" andon
ft

p. ‘13〉OilWashington, D.C,

HARVEST INDEXart

PAGETITLEPAGETITLE

God's Purifying Flame.....
Youp Health...................
Why Misunderstandings?...
Fop Women Only............
Are You A Tithen ?.........
Missionary Movements......
With The Evangelists......
The Root of the Righteous 
EMAJ Constitution ..........

293Editorials......... ..............
Radio Review .................
Japan's Radio Evangelism .
Japan's Lutherans ..........
Japan's New Religions.......
News Makers .................
Missionary Portraits .......
Pump-Priming Pauperizing ?
Nationalism: Blessing on Blight P...27

ぶ 31
3311
3513
3717
3923WHY NOT LET JAPAN HARVEST 

WORK FOR YOU?
Why not join the RrOwinfc number of 
alert mitsionaries who send the Harve$i 
to their key supportinff friends at home? 
Results: More intelligent prayer bncking. 
Simply type out your list of Addresses, 
enclose V 500 a year for each and send 
them in. Japan HarveMt will do the rest!

4124
4526
46
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BRINGING CHRIST TO JAPAN
哪賴麵觀|纖w m:::::::::r 義^

:

I
The Japan Lutheran Hour presents 

a new series of documentary drama
•終職、〒.か-—5S•:

:
''It Could Happen To You!”

On the air every Sunday throughout Japan

via
:.iCall-signsStations

1. Hokkaido Hoso
2. Radio Aomori 

■3. Radio Tohoku
4. Radio Fukushima
5. Radio Ivvate
6. Radio Tokyo
7. Radio Niigata
8. Radio Yamanashi
9. Chubu Nippon Hoso

10. Hokuriku Hoso
11. Kitanihon Hoso
12. Fukui Hoso
13. Shizuoka Hoso
14. Radio Mie
15. Kyoto Hoso
16. Kobe Hoso
17. Radio Chugoku
18. Radio Yamaguchi
19. Radio Kyushu

Time
JOHR
JOGR
JOTR
JOWR

11: 00—11: 30 am. 
11: 30 -12 : 00 noon 
11: 30 -12 : 00 noon 
11: 30—12 : 00 noon 
11: 20—11: 50 am. 
11: 30—12 : 00 noon 
6 : 00— 6 : 30 pm. 

11: 00—11: 30 am. 
10:15—10: 45 pm. 
10 : 30—11: 00 am. 
10 : 30—11: 00 am. 
10: 30—11: 00 am.

6 : 30— 7 : 00 pm. 
10 : 30—11: 00 am.

3 : 30— 4 : 00 pm.
1: 00—1: 30 pm. 

10: 30—11: 00 
10 : 30—11: 00 am.
1: 30— 2 : 00 pm.

JODF ノハこ、へ
JOKR
JODR
JOJF
JOAR
JOMP
JOLR
JOPR
JOVR
JOXR
JOBR
JOCR
JOER
JOPE
JOFO

:

•4； ;：丨H ：:i i::;. :::::.
..:;■:

^ソン/: 乂
-

am.

V額I:

.. ■-

•.......................................一.：........................................... ........................ ..............................................

:つ:..:•:: 終够
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錄鐵
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RADIO REVIEW 1956-57
ARE YOU CASHING IN ON RADIO'S BENEFITS ?

Company一P.O.B.C.)are aired over 37 outlets, sponsored 
by a score of various mission bodies, churches, and in- 

EvERY Christian living in this crowded land of 90,- dividuals. In addition,
000,000 souls at times suffers a sense of hopelessness and other groups produce their
at his efforts to reach this nation with the Gospel. listings in this issue.) Together these provide at least
Pressed in all around us, these industrious, progressive 
people live and die,
reachable. An honest pastor, missionary, or evangelist 
analyzing the extent of his ministry, and multiplying 
that by the number of others witnessing for Christ 
throughout the land, must feel the task of total 
gelization to be almost impossible. In fact, we’re not 
even keeping up with just the population increase.

But in Japan today radio reaches out and touches 
the lives and hearts of many hundreds of thousands

Arthur Seely (T.E.A.M.) Director of P.B.A.

number of denominationala
broadcasts. (Seeown

weekly broadcast to the majority of radio stations 
in Japan.
one

near, yet seeminglyso so un-

evan-

otherwise unreached. Latest listener surveys indicate 
several million hearing the Gospel each week in 
the privacy of their homes, and in public places 
well. Most of those are unconverted.

are
as

r
History of Evangelicals

radio evangelistic
arm? Pre-war Japan knew only the carefully 
trolled message of the semi-governmental radio 
poration, called Nippon Hoso Kyokai or NHK. Under
standably, Christianity was not given much outlet via 
this medium. The immediate post-war days saw 
change .until 1950. Then, laws were passed allowing serving the
commercial and cultural radio stations. Many Chris- the sponsoring group are laboring. This commendable
tian groups joined in the rush to apply for a broad- effort to co-ordinate the broadcasts with other forms
casting permit. The most ambitious plan presented of evangelism has brought about another advantage:
was. that of The Evangelical Missions Association of there is an amazingly even distribution of these pro-
Japan, which envisioned a chain of eight stations in 
strategic areas.

All of these plans

What is the history of this new
con-
cor-

AKIRA HATORI, P.B.A. RADIO PREACHER

Most of these programs are released from stations 
where missionaries and pastors of

no
area

grams over all Japan.
Furthermore, since most stations carry only one

doomed to iailui.e or broadcast, can it be said that 15 minutes a week is
change by the eventual decision of the Radio Re- sufficient witness to an area embracing hundreds of
gulatory Commission to limit all religious station thousands for whom Christ died? A comparison to
operation to a single “cultural” outlet in Tokyo. Since American radio evangelism with its scores of hours
this involved union of Buddhists, Catholics, Shintoists, each week in every area should impress us with the
Liberals, and Conservatives, to most Evangelicals it necessity for increasing the number of broadcasts to
was impossible for conscience’ sake.

But God in His wisdom had other and better 
means. Japan’s first commercial station, in Nagoya, 
carried two Christian programs among its early trans
missions. First to be aired was a Bible message by 
Timothy Pietsch, followed the next day by a drama pro
gram of the Lutheran Hour. Since those clays in 
October 1951, God has blessed, and the Lutheran Hour, 
for instance, is now on 39 of Japan’s present 83 com
mercial outlets. The productions of Pacific Broadcast
ing Association (formerly Pacific Orient Broadcasting

were

at least an equivalent of one each day. The opportunity 
is before What are we doing to enter in? Whatus.

the hindrances?are
The principal obvious limitation to further ex

pansion of Gospel broadcasting is financial. Many 
broadcasts have gone off the air for this reason. A 
more subtle and more primary need, however, is 
foi. proper laith and vision upon the part of every 
Christian! Too often the prayer for funds and the 
labor of production is left entirely to those for whom 
it is considered

even

pet project.” Actually, few formsa
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of evangelism can potentially benefit so many other 
areas of Christian work, and 
used in co-ordination with all other types of ministries.

Few missionaries and pastors understand the true 
economy of evangelism by this 
broadcasts of the Southern Presbyterians from Na
goya. The most accurate listener surveys indicate 

audience of over half a million at a cost of less 
than $80 per broadcast, or 62 people reached with 
15-minute witness for 1¢! No tract, no sending of an 
individual missionary or national worker can so 
economically reach the millions around them.

Consider, too, the advantage of repetition. At 
present a very commendable and necessary effort is 
being made to place a tract in every home, hospital 
bed, jail cell, and classroom throughout the nation. 
But with a good degree of cooperation among all 
Christians over many months, the job is still not done. 
On the other hand, by radio over 70% of Japanese 
homes could be reached every day with a handful of 
personnel, if finances permitted. A large percentage 
of the rest can be potentially reached in public places 
where Christian broadcasts are heard each week. No 
other method of evangelism presently useable in Ja
pan can approach these possibilities of.

Repetition and Outreach
It’s said that everyone ought to hear the Gospel 

once before anyone hears twice, but how many peo
ple have come to Christ with only one witness ? Even 
those raised in so-called Christian nations responded 
only after repeated presentation of the claims of the 
Gospel. Should it not be expected that in this land 
of idolatry and spiritual darkness that an even greater 
amount of repetition be necessary? It seems manda
tory that every effort be made to exploit these passing 
days of opportunity in the field of radio.

How can I help in radio evangelism? For many 
groups with sufficient personnel and experience in 
this field, it may be most satisfactory to produce their 

program. Usually the commercial stations 
happy to help with production problems and facilities. 
For many who do not have personnel, time, or training, 
the facilities of the Pacific Broadcasting Association 
are available and are now used by 14 different groups. 
In most cases PBA produces the programs and makes 
all arrangements for broadcasting and even follows up 
the contacts when the sponsor is not equipped to do 

For others, assistance is given in production of 
their own programs. For all, substantial discounts 
are made available through PBA’s work as an agency. 
For these reasons no one need be hindered from enter
ing the radio ministry in Japan provided funds are 
available. Such a Gospel broadcast from your own 
area may assist in the enlargement of your own work 
and in the reaching of thousands you might 
otherwise touch.

be so effectivelycan Formerly Pacific Orient Broadcasting Company

Consider themeans.

an
a

メ^^A
NEW

NAME
but the

SAME SERVICE

By :

• Production of oospel programs for sponsorship 

by Evangelicals

• Assistance for those producing their own

program
areown

• Arrangement for purchase of radio time 

reduced rates

at

• Thorough, follow-up facilities emphasizing Bible 

study courses
so.

• Training of Japanese to carry the ministryon

Pacific broadcasting cAssociadon 

cAkira ^atori, Chairman 

cArthur Seely, ^Directornever

Every Christian broadcaster experiences the thrill 
of finding individuals and groups of inquirers and 
believers upon entering a new area which have 
been touched by any other means of evangelism. One 
missionary reports following up a group of 
given him as a result of broadcasts in his 
year later almost 50%

Mailing address : C. P. O. Box 1000, Tokyo 
Office :1433, 2-chome, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 
Telephones : 41.2476, 42-1367

never

names 
area. A 

baptized and joined thewere (Formerly Pacific Orient Broadcasting Company)
(Coin'd on p. 44)



MIYAZAKI, Nobcoka 
OITA丨 Nakatsu 
KUMAMOTO, Hitoyoshi 
HIROSHIMA

P. C. U. S. Japan Mission KOBE
KOCHI
NAGOYA, Takayama, Toyohashi

//////
KAGOSHIMAD. C. Moore

FUKUSHIMA, Koriyama, 
Aizuwakamatsu, 
FUKUOKA 
KOBE
TOKYO (fOKR)

900 15 //
1835 15 //
17-»5 15 //
063015け

Sun
Sun
Mon

Assemblies of God
m

U//
Sat//

Wed 70015 // 
82515ガ 
61015 //

Sun
Sjt

5 //
5 // 
5 // 
5 // 
5 v

Sac 735
Sun
Sun
Sun
Mon

730
830
845

1605

Presbyterian Church 
in the U.S., Japan Mission

Time
Kiris

For Christ
uco c no Jikan

////K // //// // //
Time For New Life
Shmsci no Jikai B. C. Moore //

// // //L // // //// // //// // //

Wed 160515 H
Sun 171515 //
Sat 181515 //

AOMORI, Hachinohc, Hirosaki 
KOBE
NAGASAKI, Sasebo

Gospel Time
JikannoF ////

Sun 1M5 15 //
Daily H5AM 5 // 
Sun 
Sun 
Sun 
Sun

SENDAI
TOKYO, (JOLF) 
TOKYO (JOLF) 
KOBE 
FUKUOKA 
KAGOSHIMA.

Seventh Day 
Adventist

Voice of Prophecy 
Yogen no Koc S. D. A.

71S 15 ft
9A515 // 

101515 // 
84515 //

//// //N ////// //// // //if //
Audio-Visual 
Aids Commisiion

A Talk For 
Intermediates

Uncle Seki 
ScKiya no

5 // 
5 // 
5 //

Sun
Ojisan KOCHI

OKAYAMA, Tsuyama 
TSU, Ueno

815A. V. A. C. O.
// (sustaining)P Fri

Fri
1185// ////
1730r// ///ノ

A Talk To 
Housewives

Time For Muraoka Hanako
Muraoka Hanako no Jikan

// Mon 1030 15 //
104515 // 
111515 // 
15JO 15 // 
101515 //

TSU, Ueno 
TOYAMA 
OKAYAMA, Ts 
TAKAMATSU, 
KOFU, Fujiyoshida

////
Mon
Tucj

// //////Q // //// //
Frinonji//// // //
Sat// //// //

He Who Knocks 
Too Tataku H

// 905丨5ガ 
1045 15 // 
1540 15 //

KOFU, Fujiyoshida 
GIFU
OITA, Nakatsu

Sun
Sun
Sua
Sun

//Dramaito //R //// it ////// // //
Speaking
Message

625 20 //CatholicS HIROSHIMA
Kobe Scisho 
Gakuin

Kobe Scisho 
Gakuin㈣叶 Lins 170315 //TucsT KOBEno igarc

Chuka Kirisuto
Kyo

Chinese 
Pro ram

The Voice of 
Kirisuto No

Christ
Koc Presbyterian 1730 20びU KOBE Sat

St. Paul 
Radio

Hyma Time
Seika no Jikan Musical Catholic sustaini Thur 1700 20 //KOBE

FUKUSIIIMA, Koriyama,
V // //// // 61515 //Sac

t that two broadcasters failed to five us any information for 
this lifting. If there

mediately to C. P. O- Dox 1000 TOKYO

We I these relays to begin broadcasting 
shortly.

Prepared by stafT of Pacific Broadcasting Association

others unknown to us, please send information

Light of the World 
Yo no Hikari

Pacific Broadcasting 
Association

134515 // 
62515 ff 
64515 // 
64515 //
174015 // 
63515 // 
64015 // 
64015 //

Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun

AOMORI, Hachinohe, Hirosaki 
AKITA
TOYAMA, KANAZAWA, FUKUI, Nanao 
TOKYO (JOLF)
Hamamatsu 
TSU, Ueno 
OSAKA (JOOR)

General Conf. Mennonice MIYAZAKI, Nobeoka

T. E. A. M.//
Lutheran Brethren// // //
T. E. A. M.
Committee For 
Evangelization of Japan 
Swedish Alliance Mission

// // //// n//G // ////// // //
Newell Adams 
Mennonite Brethren

// // //// // // Sac// ////
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun

1100 30 //,Hakodate, Asahikawa, Abashiri, 
Ohihiro, Kushirov Muroran, Kiumi 
AOMORI, Hachinohcv Hirosaki

SAPPORONational
Broadcast Productions

Drama U Lutheran 
Evangelistic Groups

Lutheran Hoar
Rutcru A'vaa

1130 30 //
1130 30 //
1130 30 //
1130 30 //
1130 30 //
U30 30 //
1800 30 //
1100 30 //
2015 30 i/
1030 30 //
1830 30 //
1000 30 //
1*530 30 //
1800 30 //
1030 30 //
1130 30 //
1030 30 //

// // /〆
AKITA
FUKUSHIMA, Koriyama, 
Aizuwakamatsu, Taira

//// ////// // ////
ガ //// //

MORIOKA, Maezawa, Karoaishi 
TOKYO (JOKR)
NIIGATA, Nagaoka, Naoctsu 
KOFU, Fujiyoshida 
NAGOYO, Toyohashi, Takayam 
TOYAMA, FUKUI, KANAZAWA, 
SHIZUOKA, Hamamatsu, I Mishtma 
TSU. Ueno 
KYOTO, I Maizuru 
KOBE
HIROSHIMA 
TOKUYAMA 
FUKUOKA, Kokura

// //// //// //// //// //// //
H // // //// //// ////

Nanao// //// //// //// // //// // // //// // //// // //"// // ////// // U//// //// //
Pacific Droadcasting 
Association

r • Japan MennoniteEvangelistic Mission Fri 225 15 1/Obihirof KushiroMcnonaito Awaa
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Radio Program Schedules
Type of DAY Hour LengthCities Where BroadcastSymbol SponsorProgram Name Producer

Christian U
Evangelistic Missionary Alliance

PacificAlliance Hour 100015minSatYONAGO, Tottori 
MATSUYAMA, Araihama, Uwajima

A Araiansu Awaa
71515 //Sun//// // //

Tokyo Bible 
Center

iblc Meita^e
Scisho no Ila

Tim PictschB Tucs 840 15 //NAGOYA, Toyohashi，TakayamaB //nashi
Yoyogi HachimanYoyogi HachimanChristian Cbarch 

Kirisuto Kyokai
Time 
no Jikan

630 15 //SunTOKYO (JOKR)C //
Evangelical FreeD Glad Ti Calvin Hansondings

Yorokobashi 1710 15 //I Maizuru SatKYOTO,//ki Otozurc
Sun
Sun

980 30 //
880 30 //

SENDAI
YAMAGATA

t Kisenuma
,Tiuruoka

Conservative
Baptists

Pacific
Broadcasting

Association

Gospel Hoar
Yoki Otozurc //

Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sua

NAGANO, Matsumoto，Okays Iida 
TOKUSHIMA 
TAKAMATSU, Kann 

Japan Evangelical Mission NIIGATA, Nagaoka,
No Sponsor at present YONAGO，Tottori

NAGASAKI, Sasebo

830 30 // 
1730 30 // 
1700 30 // 
620 30 // 

1100 30 // 
1600 30 //

T. E. A. M.// //// //// ////E on)i
Nao

//// ////
ctsu// // //// // //

Japanese Evangelical 
Missionary Society

// // //

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//
//

oilGo£blic
//
//
//

111

vAsobaot

//
//
//

of
rniord

cgu
M

11J
wa

1s.//
//
//

ludard

//
//

::I'lo



3,500,000 H.720,000670,000
H.////// H."//
111////// 11 J.////// II"//// II.////// H//////
N E.9,5,5341,68-1,1051,119,756 ////////
G.H.F.2,000,000600,000300,000 ////
it//// //

E.2,350,000650,000430,000 //////
1,348,835 
2,090,000

G.H.236,995
370,547

158,399
270,165 V M H.//r// // ///〆// // //////

H.1,427,0S0960,414 250,260 ////// //// //
M.H.C.25,200,000 

2夂500,000 
25,000,000 

2,021,000

4,200,000
3.000. 000
4.000. 000 

790,000

N C.

E.4,900,000 ////// // ////// // //// //
EH4,730,000697,000 862,000 //"// //// 〆/
II R Q. 
H R Q.

1，000,000800,000 180,000
it if

Hokkakla H6s5Sapporo
Hakodate
Asahikawa
Obihiro
Kushiro
Muroran
Kitami
Abathiri

//
ガ//////
If

Tohoku Hoso 
Tohoku Hoso

Radio Aomori

Sendai t 
Kisenuma
Aomori
Hachinohc
Hirosaki
Yamagata
Tsuruoka
Akita
Fukuthima
Koriyama
Aizuwakamatsu
Taira
Morioka
Maezawa
Kamaishi

if
//

HosoYamagau

Radio Tohoku 
Radio Fukushim^

Iwatc H5s5

Radio Tokyo 
Bunka Hoso 
Nippon Hoso

Tokyo

Tokyo

Tokyo

Shinctsu HosoNagano 
Matsu moto //
Okaya "
lida //

Radio NiigataNiigata
Naoctsu
Nagaoka

"//
Kofu
Fujiyoshida

Radio Yamanashi//

PQ"
E.A.//
II.

3,300,000//
2,543,402//
4,500,000

1,081,673//
432，161//

1,170,000

777,641/'
283,500

845,000

IOYR
JOYO
JOHP
JOII し
JOPF

Sanyo H5f5//
Radio Sanin//
Radio Yamaguchi

Okayama
Tsuyama

Tokuyama

C
H
U
G
O
K

D H.K.11,400,0001，800,000 2.300,0001070JOAR
JOAE
JOAO
JOMR
JOMO
JOLR

fOPR
JOVR
)OVO
JOVE
JOXR
JOXO
JOOF

Nagojra 
Toyonashi 
Takayama

Kanazawa
Nanao
Toyama
Fukui
Shizuoka
Hamamatsu
Mishima
T*u
Ueno

Chubu Nippon Huso //1560 //// //1060 //// ////
H G.754,803195,488760 160,000Hokuriku Hoso

1060 //////
H.G.Q.
H.G.

1，024,405 
963,765 

2,700,000

194,656
154,424

950,000

HO,000 
110,000 
408,753

740Kitanippon Ho*5 
Fukui Hoso 
Shizuoka Hoso

860
IIH00
H C.1060 ガ// II.1560 //// ////
G.H P Q. 
G.H P.

7,000,0001，600,0002,000,000 -860Kinki Tokai Hos5
ガ1560 //ガ//

R1,800,0001,026,957875,0601460Gifu Radio Tokai
G.22,500,000 

21,35*4,000 
8,013,979

4t861,000 
4,514,000 
1，703,265

3,819,668 
2,030f000 
lf345,156

1210JOOR
JONR
JOBR
JOBO

JOCR
JOER

Osaka

Osaka

Shinnippon H5s5 
Asahi H5i5 
Kyoto H5s5

1010
DH.1(M0K： //1060 //ガM; //

12,000,000 
7,000,000

N.H.T.M F U.K.V. 
H.S.L.

3,000,000 
2,200,000

2,000,000 
1,500,000

560K5bc K5bc H5s5 
Radio Chugoku 1240Hiroshima

5,000,000
665,635

2,194,249 
147,919

E.1,880,692 
155,000

Tolcuihima
KGchi
Nakamura t

JOIR
JOZR
JOZO
JOAF 
JOAし 
JOAM
JOKF
JOKL

940Shikoku H6s6 
Radio Kochi K P.920 //1060 // ////

5,155,173968,0501,009,000 八.Nankai H5so 1120Matsuyama //800 " //// // //Uwajima

Takamatsu
Kannon”

1560 // ////
3,013,610 EQ.591,168384,4151500Nishi Nippon H6»3 // //1560 //

10,372,098 II.1,035,923 1,593,705JOFR
JOFO
JOUR
JOMF
JOBF 
JOBし
JOGP
JOGL
JOCP
JOIF
JONF 
JONし

Fukuoka
Kokura

Radio Kyushu 1270
1060 ガ //"//

2,000,000 E.F.250,000 800,000Nagasaki Hos5 1220kiN;
H00 // // //Sat け

3,9,768Radio Kumamoto 620,542 982,7911100Kumamoto
Hitojroshi
Oita
Nakatiu
Kagoshima
Fukuoka

1560 r ガ ////
365.000Radio Oita 580 734,000 1,800,000 L.R.

1560" // 、ガ//
Radio Minami Nippon 
Kyushu Asahi Hoso 
Radio Miyazaki

760 640.000 
2,000,000

129.000

700.000 
2,300,000

250.000

3,200,000 
11，500,000 
9,000,000

N•し
N.M.L.1450

Mivazaki
bcoka

M80 L.G.
No 1060" // // ////

Nippon Tanpa H5so JOZTokyo 3925 2,653,000 5,000,000JOZt 6055ガ //// 9595// // // A.VACO
JOAK 
JOAB

Shortwave Manila on (9.73，11.855,15.3) Mcgacylcs, Daily 650-730, 1230-1300, 1930-2000, Japan Time
t under construction Based on Station Estimates

NM.K. ! 
N.H.K.II

Country Wide Various
Various

13,718,971 17,958,284 89,269,278
/， // // //

JAPAN HARVEST10

^Coverage)
Families

Potential
Program SymbolFrequencyCall SignSr2tk>n*s NameCity ListenerAREA Radio Sets

kc
//
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1
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800
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weekly which features simpleshort program daily 
news items read in carefully, properly, slowly-spoken 
English. Such
for the Gospel and will result in personal contacts.

or

EVANGELISM IN JAPAN also offers an opportunitya program

d. Religious Programs. Some local stations have 
sustaining time which is made available proportion
ately to different religious groups. You may be mis
sing broadcast time which is rightfully yours by not 
inquiring. You could easily prepare a brief Gospel 
message for a once-a-week broadcast.

Participating Programs. Some local stations 
feature regular ‘‘panel discussion” type programs, and 
your contact with the station manager might easily 
pay off in an opportunity to take part. A foreigner, 
speaking acceptable Japanese, would be intensely 
interesting to a great multitude of listeners.

f. Interviews. Many stations feature a weekly 
local news (Konshu no topics program). They inter

cure-all. It can’t be expected to replace view you on your opinion on current topics. These
interviews are usually taped and edited before airing, 

the reaper whom God has dis- One caution: keep completely out of politics!
Free “Commercials•” Many stations feature 

a short program (daily or weekly) devoted to free, 
But every missionary who lives in an area served public service commercials. Cleverly written,15 —and 

by a radio station should make a determined, intelligent 30一second spot announcements of your church
effort to make the most effective use of this mass com- schedule, etc., will probably be accepted. Don’t fail
munication medium. Careful planning and consistent to advise the station manager that you’ll be glad to

effective help him and cooperate with the station in any way 
possible!

REAPING BY RADIO

by Tom Watson, Jr. e.

Facing the ojjJjorlunity of gosbel radio in Japan today, the 
alert missionary can put radio to work for him in almost any

of J a {Jan. Tom Watson, former radio station operator
has justand J a 卜in missionary (1951-53) tells hoiu. 

completed construction of a Christian radio station in Korea.
Watson

Radio is
the house-to-house, person-to-person, day-to-day efforts 
of the
patched to the out-of-the-way places. Radio is an aid,

no

sower or
g.

and must be employed properly as such.

effort by any missionary will result in 
radio coverage.

I. THE RADIO STATION.

an

II. RADIO ADVERTISING. The missionary 
should make it his business to become acquainted with misses a tremendous opportunity if he doesn’t take full 
the personnel of the local radio station. This power- advantage of the broadcast 
ful medium is an important link between the missionary This program is attracting many listeners and a good
and the people whose hearts he is commended, obligated percentage of them probably are enrolled in the cor-
and commissioned to reach with the message of his respondence Bible courses. Here are some sugges

tions :

The missionary

his nearby station.now on

Saviour.
Direct Use of Program. Ask the radio station 

brief closing announcement to the broad-
Call on the manager of your local broadcasting 

station. It might be an NHK outlet or a regular com- to attach 
mercial station. Show your interest. Ask questions cast giving the time and place of your meetings. The
about programs, equipment, etc. Such a contact could announcement should be short, factual, and the hour
lead to an opportunity to use radio for spreading the and place of the meetings should be twice repeated.

b. Joint Use of Program. If there are other 
A missionary with a lively imagination, a little evangelical missionaries within the coverage area of 

daring and a lot of confidence in his Lord to under- your radio station, invite them to cooperate with you
take for him in any circumstance may find himself in a joint announcement about your meetings. In most
thrust into all sorts of adventures in utilizing radio cases this announcement should be free—though you

may have to pay a small amount for it. In such joint 
Musical Programs. If you can sing or play announcements, some missionaries have found it fruit- 

instrument, if your church group has a talented, ful to say simply that “information on local Bible
trained and practiced soloist, quartet or chorus, don’t classes or worship services will be furnished gladly
be afraid to ask for an audition. You may find your- —along with a free book» (or pamphlet
self on the radio with the Gospel. Don’t do it hap- propriate item)—if you send your
hazardly or carelessly, however. It must be good! It’s 
for the Lord. He deserves the best!

a.
a

Gospel.

for the Gospel. Here are only a few ideas:
a.

an

other ap-or
and addressname

All the cooperating missionariesto P.O. Box # 
in the area share the box, and inquiries are divided 
according to the location of the person who has writtenb. English Programs. Don’t consider it a waste

of time if your local radio station gives you 
tunity to teach Englisn

in.an oppor- 
the air. You may flavor 

your lessons with Scripture and facts of the Gospel 
and you’ll be surprised at the increasing number of 
Japanese who will contact you. Each such contact 
may be a priceless opportunity for eternity.

c. News Programs. There is possibility of 
news program in English. An enterprising- station 
manager might easily be sold

Program Promotion. It may be a wise invest
ment to purchase brief spot announcements through 
the week which will remind listeners of the program 
"heard

on c.

this station at------o’clock
this and first of all

onover
Consult the station manager 
ask that the station make these spots available free 

promotion for the program for which they are paid.

on
a

as
the listenability of You may have to pay, however.on a
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III. OTHER ADVERTISING. The energetic 
missionary will not fail to use every means at his dis
posal to promote listeners to his radio program. This 
program is an evangelistic effort which will surpass 
in effectiveness any other single method he may use— 
providing that he promotes it intelligently and per
sistently. There are countless numbers of tried and 
true methods:

That children may know

THE LORD JESUS CHRIST
in YOUR Sunday School

Billboards. Native Christians easily pre
fences,

cana.
pare inexpensive paper signs for posting 
telephone poles and in other public places. Oppor
tunities and effectiveness

on The Distinctive Purpose of the Sunday 

School is to teach the Bible in such 

way that lives will be transformed into 

the likeness of the Lord Jesus Christ.
What Can Compare with the joy of

limited only by yourare a
imagination.

b. Newspapers. A paid advertisement in your 
local newspaper will help build your listening audience 
一or an “insert” in the metropolitan papers distributed 
in your area would be effective. The newspaper itself 
offers a splendid chance for contact with the people 
of your area, and the same kind of visit should be 
made to your local editor as you have made at the 
local radio station.

Handbills. Combine a Gospel message with 
plug for the radio broadcasts; print 
handbills and have your local Christians give them 
out on the streets or house-to-house visitation.

d. Street Announcements. Don’t be shy about 
gretting： out on the streets at night with some of your 
believers, armed with a megaphone, to announce the 
time of the radio programs——and your meetings, too, 
for that matter.

telling children that the eternal Jesus 
Christ is real....... is living........that
He can save from sin and give life anew.
What Greater Challenge than to 

teach the Bible and these wonderful

ac.
mimeograpnor

truths in your Sunday School!
What Greater Privilege than 

lives change 
the Lora jesus Christ.
You Will Find help and guidance for 

Your Sunday School in the Sunday 

School lessons issued by 
School agency, the Japan Sunday School 
Union ; for all J.S.S.U. publications

to see
they are given over toas

The more you get acquainted with radio, the more
enthusiastic you’ll be about its tremendous usefulness 
in reaching the 
It’s

with the message of Jesus, 
honorable, adaptable, effective evangelistic 

be sure that Peter and Paul

masses
an

Sundaymedium, and you 
would have used it had the citizens of the Middle

yourcan

East in their day been privileged to have 
casting station in their town. Use it——but use it 
wisely. There is no substitute for thorough planning 
and practice if you go 
amateurish work will hinder instead of help the cause 
of Christ. However, you don’t have to be a Lowell 
Thomas or a Nelson Eddy to effectively witness for 
your Saviour by means of the ether 
up your imagination and your courage and try it— 
and trust the Lord to take glory to Himself.

broad-a
are

Christ-centered, pupil-directed, doctri-the air yourself. Sloppy,on
nally and educationally sound.
Give the Sunday School your major 

attention now and you are setting up 

the pillars in the church to
Screwwaves.

come.

(condensed) used oy Permission一 
——From “Evangelism in Japan” (out of print) 

Compiled by Kenny Joseph and 
T.E.A.M/s Evangelism Committee.

一〇一

JAPAN SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION★

36 Mita Matsuzaka Cho, Minato ku, 

Tokyo
Telephone 44-6644

MAIN SHRINES, TEMPLES AGAIN INVADED
Almost 500,000 copies of a special New Year's 

edition of Dr. John R. Rice’s famous tract, WIIT MUST I DO 
TOliE SAVED were distributed to a record crowd of holiday 
worshippers at Tokyo’s Meiji and Yasukuni Shinto Shrines, the 
Imperial Palace, the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy Temple and 
Narita Shrine, Chiba. This second annual tract “invasion” 
made possible by the readers of Rice's “SWORD OF THE LORD" 
who subsidized the printing of the tracts. They were distribuicd 
by fa/thful sludcnis of JAPAN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE, workers 
from Hi-B.A., Youth for Christ, Navigators, church members, 
servicemen and
portal ion. Allogethcr 16 vehicles and 50 workers were mobilized

Japan Clirislian College. ★

Tokyo, lip/A

You depend upon JSSU for sound 

materials atid for good service.

■was can

JS sufe、\r missionaries who Jargely provided irans-

ilie director of evangelism atby
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LUTHERANS IN JAPAN
(Tliird in a series

SOLA SCRIPTUREBy Rev. Sigurd Aske, P.H.D., Lutheran 
Free Church of Norway Japan Mission, 

Superintendent
1. We are united in proclaiming Jesus Christ, true 

God and true Man, as the only Way of salvation.
2. This affirmation is not a human discovery or an 

intellectual achievement, it is the Revelation of 
God.

3. We believe that the Revelation of God to men 
which reached completion in Christ, the Crucified 
and Risen Saviour, is faithfully 
preserved in the Holy Scriptures, through which 
alone it comes to us. We further believe that the 
Bible is not only a human record of God’s activity 
but that it is also itself God’s self-revelation to 
men.

4. We hold that the Bible, as a whole and in all its 
parts, is the Word of God given by inspiration of 
the Holy Spirit.

5. By ^Inspiration of the Scriptures” we mean that 
special operation of the Holy Spirit caused His

chosen agents to say the things He wanted said, 
and to write the things He wanted written, in the 
manner in which He wanted them said or written.

6. We confess that the Holy Scriptures are the only- 
authentic, infallible and completely adequate 
source and norm of Christian doctrine and life.

7. These truths can be apprehended only by faith.

了HE Lutheran Church has always been a Via Media 
middle way; not in terms of functioning 

mediating' force between two extremes, but in terms 
of being frequently misinterpreted by both wings.

as a—a

recorded andLegalistically-minded conservatives may tend to
something very in- 

“….to go 
safe” have

regard the Lutheran position 
dividualistic. Luther’s words at Worms:

as

is neither rightagainst
rightly been understood as being more than a historic

conscience nor

utterance. The statement signifies a basic Lutheran 
stand against all misguided tradition and authority.

Theological left-wingers on the other hand are 
inclined to look upon Lutheranism 
and tradition-bound.

authoritarianas

The Lutherans speak of but 
Word: (the Bible.) Sola Scriptura (“Scripture only”） 

two Latin words whose significance most Luther- 
understand and treasure. On this time-tested

authority: theone a

are
ans
scale even the most attractive products, decoratively 
labeled and presented 
tianity Superior Grade,” may be weighed and found 
wanting.

the world market as “Chris-on

I’ve spoken of the Lutherans as if they were one 
man. And indeed they are, theologically. The Luth
eran Church is strongly confessional. On fundamental 
theological issues, Lutherans the world over speak with 
one tongue. Since they constitute the largest denomi
national element in Protestantism1 this is a remark-

SOLA FIDE
8. We affirm that man is reconciled to God and saved 

by faith in Christ who atoned for the sins of all 
men by His vicarious suffering and death.

9. By this principle we affirm that by taith alone man 
can appropriate the forgiveness of sins, life and 
salvation.

10. This saving faith is absolutely and unconditionally 
the gift of God which no man can deserve, earn, 

be by nature inclined to accept.

able phenomenon.
WHAT DO LUTHERANS BELIEVE?

Not traditionally, but in the present tense, and 
here in Japan “What do Lutherans believe?” I know 
of no better way to document tms than to quote 
Doctrinal Witness prepared by delegates from all Ja
pan Lutheran groups.2 Though one or two groups 
regard the document inadequate as a basis for church 
union, still, all negotiating bodies have unanimously 
approved it in this form.

ora

SOLA GRATIA
11. We believe that man is saved by GRACE alone.
12. This grace is offered man in the Gospel through 

the ,Word and the Sacraments.
13. In accordance with the Scriptural teaching of the 

universal priesthood of all believers we hold that: 
The Holy Spirit gives to all Christians gifts of 
grace to be used for the futherance and growth 
of the Body of Christ. These gifts include both 
the fruit of the Spirit in the life of the believer 
and the gifts conferred for the performance of 
specific ministrations within the life of the church.

14. We hold that the Church of Christ exists wherever 
the Gospel is rightly preached and the Sacraments 
rightly administered.

15. We proclaim the Gospel by word and deed with 
complete trust in the promise that the Word of 
God shall not return to Him void but shall accom
plish His gracious purposes.

DOCTRINAL WITNESS
We, the officially delegated representatives of the' 

respective Lutheran Churches and Mission Societies 
in Japan, present this Doctrinal Witness as a testimony 
to the unity in xaith which the Holy Spirit has created 
among us and as a proclamation of the distinctive 
message of Lutheranism. This declaration is not to 
be regarded as 
doctrine, as drawn from Holy Scripture and set forth 
in the three Ecumenical Creeds, in the Catechisms of 
Martin Liiither and in the historic Lutheran Confes
sions to which Lutheranism subscribes. Kather, it is 

simple witness to the :fundamental Scriptural truths 
of Lutheranism.

complete exposition of Lutherana

a
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The primary purpose is spiritual fellow- 
And here they, discuss, without authority to 

binding resolutions, matters of concern

resentation. 
ship.The Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church'5

Before the post-war influx of almost 300 Lutheran 
missionaries from five different countries and twelve 
sending organizations confused the Lutheran picture 
in this country,1 Lutheranism in Japan 
paratively homogeneous and easily explained.

to thepass
entire Lutheran body in Japan. Officers 
for one year by a rotation system, whereby eventually 
all groups will have been represented at the helm. 

Conferences are held annually in the fall.0 To

electedare

was com-

the last conference at Miyajima the ALFC invited a 
well-known preacher-author from Norway, the Rev. 
Fredrick Wisloff, whose book “I Believe in the Holy 
Spirit” recently was translated into Japanese.

The JELC with a present membership of 8,388 
national church in 1931. Itswas organized 

historic roots date back to 1892, when missionaries 
of the United Synod South (now the United Lutheran 
Church in America) began work in Saga, Kyushu. In 
1899 this effort was joined by 
United Danish Evangelical Lutheran Mission (USA). 
One of these Danish pioneers, Dr. J.M.T. Winther, is 
still working- IS or more hours a day, and since 1950 
has taught at the Kobe Lutheran Bible Institute. 
Lutherans from Finland arrived in Japan during 1900. 
These three groups represented the Lutheran mission- 
ai\v force here prior to World War II.

as a

The Lutheran Literature Society
This organization was the first tangible result of 

the ALFC. Organized in 1951,its main contribution 
has been that of making- available in Japanese some 
of the internationally known Lutheran books. All 
groups represented in the ALFC cooperate in the LLS. 
A monthly paper (Fukuin Shimbun), with a circula
tion of 15,000,
Lutherans in Japan. In 1954 the LLS took over Sei 
Bun Sha in Kobe, a Christian book store which con
tinues to serve churches of all denominations in 
Southern Japan. Present plans of the LLS include 
the building of a Publication Center in Tokyo.7

of themissionaries

important link betweenserves as an
In 1940 the 12 congregations and the more than 

2,000 members affiliated with the Finnish Mission 
united with the 30 recognized congregations and the 
5，152 Christians of the JELC in the hope of mustering1 
enough numerical strength to secure government re-
cogriition as a church. However, this failed, and the 
Lutheran Church suffered Lulheran Unity

Another fruit of the All Lutheran Free Conference 
was the Committee 
the Nara conference in October 1953.

From the beginning everybody concerned knew 
that it would prove no easy task to attempt to 
ordinate into one church the efforts of such widely 
different characteristics. Here on the one hand is the 
JELC with a history of more than sixty years.8 On 
the other side are many entirely new works initiated 
at times by two 
strongly linked up with older churches in the home
lands. Here are some of the problems facing this 

for unity.

temporary eclipse when 
it was forced to merge with the United Church of 
Christ (Kyodan) in 1941.

When the war ended and attempts for a Federa
tion-type affiliation with the Kyodan failed, the JELC 
was re-organized 
with the ULC in America. The special agreement be
tween the JELC and the IJLCA was abrogated in 1954, 
technically qualifying the JELC 
pendent church, free to take action in the matter of 
Lutheran Unity in Japan.

To a large degree the JELC has been moulded in 
the image of its mother churches. In much the same 
way each of the other ten groupsn is in the process of 
putting its stamp (good oi.bad, more often a combina
tion of both) on the congregations now being organized 
throughout the country. To sift out what constitutes 

valuable contribution to the Lutheran Church in 
Japan, and what may politely be discarded as tradition- 
colored wrappings around a distinctive message, is one 
of the most important tasks of the emerging united 
Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church.

a

Lutheran Unity, appointed aton

independent church, affiliatedas an co

national, inde-as a

missionaries, but usuallyor more

move

1)The matter of difference in leadership.
While the JELC has its own well-educated and 

competent Japanese pastors, the younger groups 
still being guided by (often inexperienced) mission
aries. The introduction of the Lutheran Bible Institute 
idea in Japan after World War II has accentuated 
'this problem, which 
tension between clerical leadership and lay initiative. 
The Kobe Lutheran Bible Institute (NLM) has since 
its opening in 1950 turned out 
men and women 'vho almost to a man are engaged 
in some type of evangelistic work. A similar process 
is developing at the Tokai Lutheran Bible Institute at 
Shizuoka (ELC) since 1954.

These young people 
Lutheran field in Japan without a recognized status. 
Oftentimes they themselves are as puzzled 
pastors, for none of them know exactly where and 
how they can fit into the total 
many of them are doing- an outstanding piece of work, 
and have thus received 
which few dare to ignore.

a are

would formulate as thesome

The All Lutheran Free Conference
In 1950 the All Lutheran Free Conference was 

born. Representatives from six groups met in Dr. 
A.J. Stirewalfs home in Tokyo, 
initiative. That the rather sudden influx of hundreds 
of Lutheran missionaries from so many different mis
sionary organizations and churches unloaded a rather 
delicate problem outside JELC’s front door is a seldom 
voiced fact.

Let it be entered to JELC’s credit that she showed 
remarkable willingness to help the new missions, 

both in terms of personnel and attitude.
The All Lutheran Free Conference is a free forum 

where all Lutheran missionary groups have equal rep-

than 100 youngmore

JELC/ULCAon

turned loose on theare

theas are

Meanwhilea program.

divine stamp of approvala
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3. We urge all Christian believers to seek to help 
another to be true to Jesus Christ, the Son of 

their only Lord and Savior, and not to

2) Difference in methods
Superficially this does not present grave difficul

ties. Variety makes for richness. However, the prin
ciples underlying such difference in methods must be 
examined before diagnosis is pronounced. For 
ample, consider the problem of financial subsidy to 
Japanese churches. Missionaries tend to agree that 
in the early stage of work the financial burden is borne 
by the sending church. But from this starting point 
there are about as many roads as there 
ai.ies, Lutherans being no exception. And all too often 
the difference becomes apparent when one, after some 
years, has time to look back and reflect. In other 
words, certain practices, by virtue of old age, have 
been established as principles. Add to that the fact 
that while some missionaries come from small and 
financially poor churches, others represent churches 
with almost unlimited potentialities, and you have an 
idea of what the Lutheran Unity Committee has been 
battling from every possible angle for the last two

one
God,
compromise their faith by participating in any 11011-

as

Christian religious practice.
We urge all pastors and teachers to mak^ known, 
privately and publicly, the teachthe Word 
of God regarding idolatry and 
gious practices. As a guide in applying the above 
principles

ex-
4.

non-Christian reli-

urge that:
A Christian abstain from any kind of worship 

service at a non-Christian altar in the home

mission-are we
a.

or
in a public place.

Christian attends non-Christian
or

b. When a
funerals, he does not participate in non-Chris
tian religious practices such as burning incense, 
etc.
The Christian funeral should be Christianc. a
witness to the living. (In this connection 
recommend that

we
definitely Christian funeral 

service be prepared. This is not a reference 
to the order of service, but to such things

be used in connection with the service to

a
years.

Will the Lutherans ever really unite and organize 
one Lutheran Church in Japan? Lutheran Unity 
negotiations have gone on continually since 1953, and 
have now reached an advanced stage. Each group will 
soon have to give its yes or 
ei.an leader would volunteer to prophesy about a pos
sible date for the aotual organization of the new united 
church. If pressed for a purely personal opinion, the 
author of this article would hopefully point to 1959.

as
can
give a definitely Christian emphasis.)

d. In all other family and civil matters a Christian 
should seek to beNo responsible Luth- witness to his Lord andano.
Savior.

5. We recommend that permanent commission 
Faith and Practice be established by the New 
Lutheran Church to study the problem of develop
ing a positive Christian tradition in Japan.
The 10,869 baptized Lutheran Christians in Japan 

are located in widely scattered and numerically small 
Sustained by the Almighty hand of God, this

struggling not to

a on

The Lutheran Hour
than anything else,Some feel that perhaps 

the radio work of the Missouri Synod has made the 
“Lutheran” known in non-Christian circles in

more
groups.
weak and failing church is 
compromise its loyalty to Jesus Christ in the midst of

name ever
Ruleru Au-a” has become almost a householdJapan.

term since 1951，when the program was launched over powerful and demanding society. Of Luther it 
said that “preaching，he was always teaching; teach
ing, he was always preaching.” They do not always 
live up to this motto, but the interaction of these two 
activities will nevertheless

a was
few major stations. Several groups other than the 

contributing to this specialized 
35 stations in Japan, Oki

nawa, Hawaii and the Philippines. Where follow-up 
work has been well organized, results have been most 
gratifying, constituting up to one third of local church 
membership.

a
Missouri Synod are
work, presently aired over

of the most
prominent characteristics of Lutheranism in Japan.

remain one

FOOT-NOTES
Faith and Practice.

In December 1955 representatives from the groups 
negotiating for
Japan adopted the following statement 
practice, which has been approved by all the groups 

representing the official Lutheran stand toward 
non-Christian religions and religious practices.10 This 
statement will perhaps serve to illustrate The actual 
emphasis of the church:

1.World Christian Handbook,1919, p. 10: 90,000,000 Lutherans 
out of (he cslimated world "Chrislia" ]K)pul;uion of 092,- 
•100,000. More reliable Lmhcran figures (IAVI-') 70 million.

nbonl 10% of ihc world Chris(ian populmion.
Evangelical Lutheran Church in

faith and
one

In any
2. For diffcrciu reasons, neither (he Wisconsin Synod

caseon
the

Christian Mission to Unddhisls have taken part in union 
nego lint ions.
Data taken from “History of the Lmhci'nn Church in Japan** 
(1950), by Dr. B.1、.Iliuldlc, jjrofcssor, Lutlicran "rheological 
Seminary in Tokyo. C.f. "Strategy of ihc Japan I.uthciaii 
Missionaries Association,'* Japan Missionary Quarterly (formcrlv) 
Japan Christian Quarlerly), January. 1*)57, by Rev. Harold (•. 
Deal, Jr.

•1.Year of arrival and general

as
3.

FABTH AND PRACTICE
1. The Word of God teaches that there is only one 

true God, the Maker of heaven ancl earth, the Judge 
of all mankind, and the Father of 
Christ. As Christians we must give wholehearted 
allegiance to Him and have no other gods.

2. We hold that any religious practice which denies 
the one true God revealed in Scripture 
Son and Holy Spirit is sinful.

ol operation:
1) Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, Japan Mission (USA), 

1919, Tokyo, Niigata and Hokkaido.
2) Evangelical Lutheran Church, Japan Mission (IISA), 

1019, Tt)kyo-Nagoy;i
3) Lmhcran lircthicn Mission (USA),1919, Akita Prcfcctuic. 
•1)Norwegian 1.11111eran Mission (Norway),1(J 10, Kobe anti

(Shiiiiaiic and ’1’oUoi.i).

area

Lord Jesusour

area.

Father,as
S;m-in area
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5. For location, see footnote 4. For number of missionaries, 
statistics.

6. Present Cliainnan:, Rev. David L. Vikner, Auguslana Lutheran 
Mission.

see5) Augustana Lutheran Mission, Japan (USA), 1950. (Hiro
shima area).

6) Lutheran Free Church of Norway, Japan 
(Norway),1950，Southern Mic.

7) Norwegian Missionary Society (Norway), 1950, Osaka-
....JW^akayama area.
S) Japan Mission of the Suomi Synod (USA), 1950, Yama- 

nashi Prefecture.
9) Christian Mission to Buddhists (Norway-Denmark-Sweden), 

1953, Kyoto.
10) Wisconsin Synod, Japan (USA),1953, Tokyo
Location of older groups:
1) ULCA and UELCA: Mainly Kyushu, Tokyo and Kansai.
2) Finnish group: Tokyo, Nagano and Hokkaido.

Mission

7. Rev. Douglas Swendscid, Promotional Secrclary, Tokyo Luther- 
Center, 16,1-chomc, Fujimi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.

published 1954.8. A 57G page history in Japanese 
9.1956 figures: 340,000letters received, 30,000 actively enrolled 

in Bible Correspondence Course,13,000 have finished the 12- 
lesson course, 50,000 Bibles distributed, all upon individual

was

request, 25,000 copies of Luther's Small Catechism distributed, 
1,200 blind students enrolled in Braille correspondence course, 
of these 275 finished the entire course.

area.

Askc: "Trends in the Christian Movement in
29-31.

10. Cf. Sigurd
Japan," The Japan Christian Year Book 1956, pp.

ALL-LUTHERAN FREE CONFERENCE REPORT
AS OF DECEMBER 31,1955 

by Russell Sanoden
STATISTICS (*)

1.J E L C
TOTALII.NMS12. CMB7. LBM 8. NLM 9. SSM 10丄 FCN5. LCMS 6. ELC3. LEAF 4. ALM2. ULCI STATISTICS-PERSONNEL 

A. Missionaries on Field 
1. Ordained 10122 2 526 6 7194 1018

952 526 6 61915 4 102. Wives
23. Unordained a. Men

43215 2 56 2b. Women 9
5025 610 44. Horae on Furlough 3 511

2935 6 16 371 19 2450TOTAL Missionaries 17 2754
1.J E L C

574B. Japanese 1. Ordained 51
837 5 101914 12152. Unordained

HO7 5 1118 13 1966TOTAL Japanese
II STATISTICS-CHURCH 

A. Congregations 
1. Organized 68263

3 66 2 91822 152. Unorganized 29
10869272 41 133 1941131 368 342B. Baptized Christians 8388
602381 177921 172 41338 292C. Communicant Members 4001

D. Children’s Work#
1.No. of Sunday Schools 2 6 22 2443027 22 31103

973 18834200 165 3012292. Sunday School Pupils 1798 1408 145111580
3. No. of Kindergartens 

a. Yochicn 48733 6
17b. Hoikusho 16

4. Kindergarten Pupils 
Yochicn 29 8310353000 589 157a.

b. Hoikusho 15381500 38
E. Christian Workers’

Education
1.Theological Seminary 2
2. Seminary Students 45 63(5)(10)* 3
3. Bible Schools 3
4. Bible School Students 7129 12 30

1. JELC Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church
2. ULC
3. LEAF Lutheran Evangelical Association of Finland
4. ALM Augustana Lutheran Mission
5. LCMC Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod
6. ELC Evangelical Lutheran Church

7. LBM Lutheran Brethren Mission
8. NLM
9. SSM

United Lutheran Church Norwegian Lutheran Mission 
Suomi Synod Mission

10. LFCN Lutheran Free Church o£ Norway
11. NMS Norwegian Missionary Society 
i2. CMB Christian Mission to Buddhists

# Elementary Schools, LCMS-1, (48) * 5-Regular, 10-Prc-Thcolog.
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JAPAN'S
NEW
RELIGIONS

令'
■•先

By William Woodard

Former special Projects officer of しml 
Information and Education and S. C. A. P. 
officier in Charge of Religions.

“NEW Religions,” so-called, flourished in postwar
Japan primarily because government restrictions, 
which in Seicho no Ie” (House of Growth) was prominent 

independent cultural movement or rather as a
form or another had been imposed forone

centuries,
freedom, and separation of church and state previously publishing ^company which promoted religious groups,

,it such as many Japanese women’s magazines today or
ganize their readers into local clubs. In 1937 it had 
700 branches and 150,000 “believers,” that is, sub
scribers, throughout the country. “Omotokyo，” the 
oldest of all, originated late in the 19th century and 
was said to have had 300,000 to 400,000 followers in 
the early 1930’s. Nevertheless these organizations are 
considered new religions in this survey.

But I would rule out completely such religions as 
“Konkokyo” and “Teni.ikyo” because they have been

previously officially

suddenly removed. Had religious as anwere

existed in Japan in any but a very limited 
is very doubtful whether there would have been any 
unusual religious developments after the surrender in 
1945. But freedom did not exist, at least insofar 
the establishment of

manner

as
religious movementsnew were

concerned.
On the contrary, instead of the familiar phenome

non of sects and cults, which have been 
the Occident, potential leaders of such movements 
were obliged to operate within the framework of the 
so-called established religions, that is, the 56 denomi
nations of Buddhism and the 13 sects of Shinto.

incommon

established too long： and
recognized by the government. This does not 
that there are no postwar religious organizations which

were
mean

Furthermore, the secession of groups or individual 
temples and churches of Buddhism and Shinto was 
practically impossible, 
within a given denominational system there was practi- 

but to accept the status quo and

are definitely new and. deserve to be called religions. 
There are a few, as we shall see, but the number is 
not as large as is generally supposed.

A secondary, but none-the-less important facter 
in this sudden increase in “New Religions,M was 
privilege of tax exemption, which was given to 
ganizations incorporated as religious juridical persons 
(Shukyo Hojin) under the Religious Corporation Or
dinance, and which offered an irresistible temptation 
to a number of unscrupulous individuals.

As a consequence of this, many quacks, charlatans, 
fortune tellers and even some small businesses 
transformed almost overnight into “religious organi- 
zations’’ in order to cash-in on this golden opportunity. 
To a certain extent the Religious Juridical Persons 
Law, which replaced the Religious Corporation Or
dinance, eliminated a number of these, but lack of any 
intelligent understanding of the basic principles of 
religious freedom, coupled with a seeming inability 
to administer the law strictly, appears to have left a 
considerable number of “religions” in this category, 
particularly among those incorporated on a prefectural 
level.

that regardless of discontentso

cally
make the best of it.

no recourse
the
or-

NOT '' NEW 〃〇R ” RELIGION

Consequently when the restrictions were removed, 
many religious leaders, who had operated within 
given sect and those who were disgruntled Over even 
minor issues, took advantage of the opportunity to 

* secede and set up independent organizations. This 
being- the case, relatively few of the hundreds of re
ligious organizations established since the 
really
religions. Most of them are, in reality, merely new 

independent administrative units

a

were

war are
Even fewer can be truly called newnew.

denominations 
which differ very little, if at all, in doctrine from the

or

body from which they separated.
A survey of social movements made by the police

of many religious leadersin 1937 gives the 
and numerous organizations which today are function-

names

ing in this neid of new religions. Some of the 
called new religions are, in fact, rather old. |The 
P.L. (Perfect Liberty) Kyodan, for example, under the 

of “Hito no Michi” (Way of Man), achieved
prewar Ja-

so-

FEW FACTS AVAILABLE

Unfortunately, relatively little scholarly study has 
been made of this subject, so every generalization must 
be regarded as more or less tentative. Generally speak
ing, too much dependence must be placed 
Ministry of Education’s Year Book of Religions (Shu-

name
considerable strength—and notoriety—in 
pan, as a part of Fusokyo, a well-known Shinto sect. 
In 1930 it was reported to have 130 branches and G00,- theon
000 to 800,000 adherents.
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that created by baptism 
interest is

rigid dividing line, such 
and formal church membership. Once 
expressed, participation begins and the individual be- 

member by signing his name and meeting a
the payment of a fee.

kyo Nenkan), which is the only publication containing 
descriptive material about most religious organizations, 
and which simply reproduces what the organizations 
themselves report. According to the 1955 edition 
there were 371 incorporated religious denominations.* 
Of these,141 are classified as Shinto,166 as Buddhist, 
36 as Christian, and 2S as miscellaneous. How many 
of these should be considered new religions, as dis
tinct from sectarian divisions due to secession, de
pends upon the criteria used. One well-known scholar 
estimates that 120 belong to this category.

This figure may be approximately accurate. Some, 
of course, are Buddhist, 
few may be Christian. Others are syncretistic. But 
one of the most prominent so-called 
the “Soka Gakkai,” is not incorporated with the Min
istry of Education but with the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government and hence is not included in the above 
number. How many others there are like this, I do 
not know.

asno
an

comes a
minimum requirement, such

5. There is ample Opportunity for the individual 
to render some service——each according to his ability-

as

to his organization. Not infrequently this service is 
expected as
definitely required. Many religious buildings are con
structed by* volunteer labor. (Muryo Hoshi)

6. Most founders claim to possess special spiritual 
power. In some cases this is what is known as Kami- 
gakari, in which case the founder is said to be possess
ed by the deity; 
nique, such as chinkon, that enables him to acquire 
special power 
transmitted to the believer.

testimony of faith. In some cases it isa

Shinto, and perhapssome a

tech-religions, he is in possession of somenew or

insight which may or may not beor

7. There is an effort to bring the believer in touch 
with the Unseen and to create a conviction that the 
Unseen, whether by means/ of charms, incantations, 
normal ritual, is causing changes in the physical 
material conditions as well as in the spiritual life of 
the individual believer. There may or may not be a 
moral content in this experience.

In conclusion, I want to specially emphasize 
one point: The 
criticized for superstitions and improper practices 
whicn are considered detrimental to society. But such 
ideas and practices 
single them out for special criticism is to ignore the 
fact that Buddhism, Shinto and popular beliefs have 
had the same superstitions and practices for centuries. 
Furthermore, any advocacy of their punishment 
suppression, for anything except the violation of laws 
and ordinances, is to play into the hands of those who 
desire government control of all religion.”

For the purposes of this brief survey
“a religious organization, operat-

a new re- or
ligion is defined 
ing on a denominational level ouiside the so-called es
tablished religions, which has created its own special

as or

system of teachings with a somewhat unique emphasis 
and has come into existence in recent years, particular
ly in the postwar period.” This is a much broader 
definition that is usually used. Most people consider 
new religions to be a strictly postwar phenomenon. 
But, as can be seen from the accompanying chart, this 
is not actually the case. It was only the unusual situa
tion existing at the end of the war which brought them 
into prominence and enabled them to flourish.

religions have been widelynew

to Japan. And tonotare new

or
SEVEN CHARACTERISTICS

Close contact with some of the more active genuine 
new religions reveals seven important characteristics 
which readers of Japan Harvest may find of interest.

1.Their central emphasis is usually simple, direct 
and related to the everyday ■ life of the believers, as

some immediate material, 
physical or worldly advantage which will benefit the 
faithful.

this informative article, Mr.To accompany
Woodard kindly prepared an extensive chart of 27 of 
theserule focusing attentiona on religions. Concerning it and the above ,new
material he said:

“This brief survey of new religions is prepared for 
Japan Harvest from publications by the Ministry of 
Education (mombusho) based on information furnished 
by the religious organizations concerned, and from the 
writer’s personal observation. The list of organizations 
given in the chart was prepared in consultation with 
Mr. Shuten Oishi, 
of Zen Buddhism and who is currently General 
Secretary of the Union of the New Religious Organiza-

2. There is a definite personal interest on the part 
of the leaders in the individual believer. Anyone who 
comes in contact with a new religion almost invariably 
finds a glow of friendliness and sympathy. The believer 
becomes aware of himself as a person. He is not just

cog in the wheel of society, but is made to feel 
sense of personal worth and self-esteem.

3. There is considerable flexibility in their activi
ties and programs The meetings aren’t planned on the 
premise that the believer must adjust his daily schedule 
and convenience to these organizations. On the con
trary, the new religions meet the convenience of the 
believer. Many meetings are held early in the morning

late in the evening. Most of the “Sanctuaries 
open all day, everyday in the week, and there is almost 
always someone there to talk to.

newcomer can readily become a part of the 
organization. There may be steps for advancement in 
the faith or within the system, but usually there is

aa priest of the Soto denominationa

tions of Japan.
The chart describes these religious organizations 

their own statements. A careful,based largely
critical evaluation of their actual teachings, practices 
and activities is needed, but the writer hasn’t studied 
the subject sufficiently to quality him for such a task. 
While
teachings and characteristics, undoubtedly there will 
be considerable disagreement on this subject. As for 
the statistics, only the naive would regard them as 
reliable. However, they do have 
Probably the smaller the figure, the more dependable

on

or are
effort was made to select the centralevery

4. The

relative value.a
* Dr. Wilhelm Schiffer, S. J. “New Religions of Ja

pan :,,Today’s Japan No. 4, p.15, July 1956, it is,” ★
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SURVEY OF NEW RELIGIONS
Name 
Founder 
Founding Date

Dominant
ReligionTeaching RemarksStatistics

Worships the “Great spirit of the 
kamigakari, 

upon
“soul tranquilization," 

and the unity of all faiths. Awaits ihc 
coming of 
of all religions.

Churches
Teachers
Believers

1.ANNAI KYO
“To t'ic God with man”
(1) NAKANO Yonosukc (m)
(2) 1926
(3) 1934

Syncretism 
(Shinto and 
Christianity)

65 Founder, formerly with 
Omoto-kyo, claims to be 
Dcguchi’s 
Nakano family were Shrine 
Shinto priests. Has wide 
international connection. 
Headquarters: Shimizu,
Shizuoka Pref.

universe: god”； 
that is “God descending 
Clunkon

3,817
74,913

stresses
successor.

or

Stresses cooperationa saviour.

Seceded from Rciyukai Kyodan. Main church 
Branches 
Teachers 
Believers

2 BUSSIIO GONENKAI 
Buddha-Protcction-Pray 

Society
(1)SEKIGUCHI Kaichi (m) 
(3)1950

Budclhisni
(Nichircn) 286

573
3-11,270

3. DAIJYO KYO
“GreaいVehicle Teaching”
(1) SUG1YAMA Tatsuko (f)
(2) 1927

Doctrine based primarily 
* but docs

Buddhism Churches
Branches
Teachers
Believers

33 Claims to carry on much 
social welfare work. 
Headquarters in Nagoya.

Lotus
follow Nichircn 

specifically. Stresses elimination of pover
ty, illness and discord.

532not
88

831.838

Seceded from Rciyukai Kyodan. Buddhism
(Nichircn)

Church
Branches
Teachers
Believers

4. DAIEI KAI
“Great Wisdom Society”
(1)ISHIKURA Hosukc (m) 
(3)1951

6
29

11,068

Worships eight Shinto deities, 
phasizes the unity of gods and men, the 
oneness of the earth and the spiritual 
world, purittcation of the soul by spirit, 
personal experience o£ universal spirit, 
and universal love.

Shinto
(Buddhism)

Churches
Teachers
Believers

Formerly called “ Tsuto- 
mcnokai." Headquarters 
in Tennoji, Osaka.

5. DAINICHI DAIRITSU 
GENRI KYODAN 
“Commie Buddha Establish 
Principle Association”
(1) MOTOKI ISAMU (m)
(2) 1938
(3) 1950

2cm-
20

789

Churches
Teachers
Believers

6. ENNO KYO
“Teaching-Application Teach
ing"
(1) FUKADA Chiyoko (£)
(2) 1919
(3) 1948

Worships Shinto and Buddhist deities. 
Emphasizes love and faithfulness, scl£- 
consciousncss of divine nature, culture of 
human life, universal life which produces 
growth and development.

Buddhism
(Shinto)

59-4 Formerly called 
Shuho Kai "

Enno
685

117,325

Churches
Teachers
Believers

2107. GEDATSU-IION- 
KANSHA KAI 
“Emmancipation-Rcpayraent- 
Gratitude Society”
(1) OKANO Seikan (m)
(2) 1932

Worships Buddha, Gochi Nyorai,
Smnto deities o£ heaven and

Buddhism
(Shigon)
(Shinto)

as
212well

earth. Stresses practice of religious faith’ 
rather than doctrinal learning. Promotes 
happiness for self and others by realiza
tion of spirit of cmanicipation and 
payment of kindness.

as
15,709

rc-

2 Formerly “Toitsu Kyokai" 
of Mitakekyo (Sect Shinto)

Churches
Teachers
Believers

Central deity is the Sun Goddess. Ad
vocates ihc way in which 
come at one with the gods, and in 
formity with ihc Original Vow (Hon- 
gan) bring salvation to nil living beings, 
past, present and future.

8. IIINO OSHIE
“Dciiy-Tcacliing of"
(1) SAKUMA Shunichi (m)
(2) 1919
(3) 1946

Shinto
(Buddhism) 7bc-

3,981con-

Foundcr was propagandist 
for Tenrikyo. Formerly 
called ,kTcnri Honmichi". 
Considers himself rightful 
Emperor and 

the world.

Church
Teachers
Believers

9. MOMMICIII
“Proper Way”
(1) ONISHI Aijiro (m)
(2) 1913

oE TenrikyoRegards founder 
Nakayama Miki, founder of Tenrikyo. 
Dut claims Kanrodai (Terrace of Hea
ven) is in the founder himself and not 

Tenrikyokai Headquarters in Nara 
Pref. Also disagrees with Tenrikyo 
other details of doctrine.

as true successor
3,318

222,977

such canasat
save

Formerly “ Mcido Kai10. ISIIIN KAI
“Only-gods Society' 
KISH[Ichita (in)
(2) 1928
(3) 1940

Churches
Teachers
Believers

6Worships Yagokoro Omoikane no 
Kami, spirit of Acsutanc HIRATA, 
tutelary deities and ancestral spirits. 
Stresses the spine of piety, benevolence, 
service and welfare.

Shinto
340

-\5J-\0

Churclics
Teachers
Believers

Originated 
“Shinto Kinsho Kyokai." 
In 19*^8 became *' Ishin 

o£ Shinto

in Dairen11.KANNAGARA KYO 
“According to gods Teaching*'
(1) MIZUNO Fusa (f)
(2) 1911
(3) 19-18

9Worships Shinto pantheon. Stresses 
pious devotion, ancestor worship, and 
moral practices. Four cardinal princi
ples :confession, thanksgiving, hope and 

Heaven and 
bright and clear “ Divine 

boundless “ Divine light 
from

Shinto as
75

18,093
Dai Kyokai 
Taikyo (Sect. Shinto).

»»
devotion. Four chants : 
carih arc
virtues
is limitless Everything 
the universal root.’’

arc
comes
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NEW RELIGIONS SURVEY
Name 
Founder 
Founding Date

Dominant
Religion RemarksTeaching Statistics

Buddhism
(Tendai)

formerly 
priest of Tendai Buddhism 
and Rciyu Kai from which 
he seceded. Headquarters 
in Yokohama.

Lotus Sutra in 
Tendai tradition. Stresses ancestor wor
ship divine healing, misfortune due 
neglect in making suitable offerings to 
ancestral spirits.

Founder12. KODO KYODAN
“Filial-Way Association”
(1) OKANO Shodo (m)
(2) 1935

Doctrine based Churches wason
Propaganda Centers 

1,200to
Teachers
Believers

11
113,780

ShintoWorships the three creator-gods : Amc- 
nominakanushi 
Kami, and Kamimusubu no Kami. Stres- 

ascctic and mystic practices includ
ing climbing of Mount Fuji, which it 
also worships.

Churches
Teachers
Believers

13. MARUYAMA KYO 
“Maruyama (family name) 
Teaching”
(1) ITO Rokurobci (ra)
(2) 1975 -
(3) 1946 .

Formerly a part of 
Fusokyo (Sect Shinto). 
Later transferred to Shinto 
Taikyo, from which it 
seceded in 19*16.

80
Kami, Takamisubi no 953no

88,850

Buddhism
(Nichircn)

Seceded from Rciyukai Kyodan. Churches
Branches
Teachers
Believers

Founder 
teacher of Rciyukai. 
Headquarter in Yoyogi, 
Tokyo.

formerly14. MYOCHI KAI
“Wonderful Wisdom Society” 

•(1)MIYAMOTO Mitsu (f； 
(3)1950

2 was
86
94

543,797

BuddhismSeceded from Rciyukai Kyodan formerly15. MYODOKAI KYODAN 
“Wonderful Way Association” 
(1)SAWARA Chujiro (m) 
(3)1951

Churches
Branches
Teachers
Believers

Founder 
teacher of Rciyukai.

2 was
38

323
179,320

16. NEMPOSHIN KYO 
“Pray-Tcaching-Truc-Tcach- 
ing”
(1) OGURA Rcigen (m)
(2) 1925
(3) 1947

Started by revelation from 
Amida. Formerly ‘‘Kon- 

Kyokai ” and later 
Ogurasan

Aims at attaining nirvana and Bud- 
dhahood and the establishment of Bud
dhist society where there is 
conflict

Buddhism
(Tendai)

Churches
Teachers
Believers

224
1,039

36/170illness,
suffering. Respects Shinto 

and Buddhists gods，and ancestors; stres- 
carly rising, praising and not speak

ing ill of others, repayment of kindness, 
observance of Buddhist teachings, and 
repayment of obligations to the country.

gono
changed
Kongo”.’’

toor

scs

17. OMOTO
“Great Foundation"
(1) DEGUCHI Non (£)
(2) 1892

Churches
Teachers
Believers

Onisaburo 
married foundress's daugh
ter, Sumiko in 1900. Re
garded 
Sect violently suppressed 
in 19^/. Leaders impris
oned for “Lese Majcstc.” 
Called Aizcn-cn directly 
after
at Ayabe and Kamcoka, 
Kyoto prefecture.

DEGUCHI,God is apirit-all pervading in the uni
verse. Man is the 
all heaven and earth. When man’s unity 
with God is attained, he commands 
illimitable power and authority.

Syncretism 630
governing 3.817

74,913
minister

world saviour.asan
Revived in 19-46

Headquarterswar.

18. P. L. KYODAN 
“Perfect Liberty”
(1) MIKI Tokuharu (m)
(2) Early in 1920 

Revived in 19*16

Worships “ Supreme Spirit of the 
Universe ’’ and ancestral spirits of be
lievers. Realization of the idea that all 
people
tlic motto, li Life is art，” by free and 
noble expressions of their respective 
personalities, and thereby contribute 
the realization of permanent peace and 
ilic welfare of mankind.

Churches
Teachers
Believers

Syncretism priest o£467 Founder 
Obaku a Zen buddhist 
denomination, then be
came a teacher of Toku- 
mitsukyo and later found
ed “Hitonomiclii Kyodan”, 
which
1937. Miki and his 
Tokuchika, were both im
prisoned. A large 
is being established in 
Tonda-bayashi 
Osaka.

was
554

463,832
be mutually blessed undercan

suppressed inlo was
son,

center

outside

19. REIYU KAI KYODAN
“Soul-Friend Association”
(1) KUBO Kakutaro (in)
(2) 1925

This organization is the 
mother of many groups 
most of which separated 
as a result of “ financial 
diflicultics. 
ters at ligura, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo. Festival days : 8, 
18, 28.

Doctrine based 
beings
consolation of ancestral spirits; filial 
piety is primary obligation, regardless of 
character of ancestors, who 
unhappiness if they arc dissatisfied with 
the deeds of descendants.

Buddhism
(Nichircn)

Lotus Sutra; all 
attain Buddhahood. Stresses

Main Church 1
Branch Churches 4 
Teachers 
Believers 2,154,410

on
can

50

Hcadquar-can cause

20. RISSHO KOSEI KAI 
4iEstablish-Rightcousncss- 
Fricndly Intercourse-Becom
ing Society”
(1)NIWANO Nikkyo (m) 

NAGANUMA Myoko (f)

Doctrine based Lotus Sutra; wor
ships Nichircn Mandala ; teaches way to 
recognize real aspect o£ direct and indi- 
rcct causality and that ingnorancc is 

cycle o£ birth and death.
penitence,

dcavor to attain Buddhahood and

Buddhism
(Nichircn)

Separated from Rciyu Kai. 
One o£ the 
religions today. Head
quarters in Suginami-ku, 
Tokyo. Counsels thousands 
daily. Annual festival on 
Oct.12 is stupendous.

Churches
Branches
Teachers
Believers

66on
135 active new

3,935
1,300,000

source or
Importance attached to cn-

(3)1938 c ... . f , • practice
ot ^living for others. Special emphasis 

for anccsiralj[spirits.on services
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NEW RELIGIONS SURVEY
Name 
Founder 
Founding Date

Dominant
ReligionTeaching RemarksStatistics

21.SEICHO NO IE
“House of Growth”
(1)TANIGUCHI Masaharu

Laws of life 
growth. Man 
finite possibility. All 
sons
of imagination. Faith healing.

of infinite 
God has in-

Synccrtism
(mental

Churches
Branches
Teachers
Believers

was formerly 
staff of Omotokyo. Pub
lishes many magazines and 
books in English and 
Japanese. Headquarters in 
Harajuku, Tokyo.

1，644 
1，614 
2,408 

1，457,812

Founderways 
I of

on
childas

spiritual
of god ; sin and evil are products

Science)men arc
(m)

(2) About 1934

22. SHISHIN KAI
“Thinking of Parents Society' 
(1)IDO Seiko (m)
(3)1938

Doctrine based on Lotus Sutra. Stres- 
scrviccs for ancestors, repayment 

basis of conduct and service

Buddhism
(Nichircn)

Churches 13 Seceded from Rciyukai
Propaganda Centers 81

to them as 
for others.

Teachers 40
Believers 2-4,092

23. SEKAI MESHIYA KYO
“World Messianic Cliurch”
(1) OK AD 八 Mokichi
(2) 1934

Jehovah sends 
proxies. The founder, 
age as saviour to remove illness, poverty 
and human struggle which cloud the souls 
of men, 

earth.

to earth as his 
was sene to this

Syncretism Churches
Teachers
Believers

1,176 
3,160 

349,094

Founder 
dist for Omotokyo. For
merly called 
kai ’’ great emphasis 
healing. Headquarters 
Atami is “ Heaven 
Earth."

men was propagan-

Kannon
on

that heaven will be realized. inso
on on

24. SHUYODAN HOSEI- 
KAI
“Spiritual-Training-Giving- 
Truth Society”
(1) IDEI Scitnro (m)
(2) 1942

Reveres the deity from wich the 
universe and nature originated. Unity 
of god and 
which stresses gentleness and sincerity.

Ethical
Culture
(Shinto)

Church
Propaganda Centers

attained by moral life 61man
Teachers
Believers

122
8,417

25. SOKA GAKKAI
“Crcativc-Valuc-Study Society”
(1) MAKIGUCHI Zozaburo 

(m)
(2) 1930
(3) 1947

A fanatical society belonging 
Nichiren Sho denomination of Nichircn 
Buddhism which 
making converts.

the Seek complete annihila
tion of all other religions 
including other Buddhist 
sects. Elected four 
bers to 
last election.
Formerly 
Gakka.M

Buddhism
(Nichircn)

No statistics availableto

coercive tactics inuses
mem- 

upper house in

Soka Kyoku“

26. TENCHI KODO ZEN- 
RIN KAI
Hcavcn-Earth-Public-Way- 

Good-Ncighbor Society”
(1) RIKISHISA Tatsusai (m)
(2) 1908

Worships parent god of heaven and 
earth. Seeks (1)health and peaceful 
racial development; (2) penetration of 
material and spirtual world ; (3) enlight
enment of neighboring countries; (4) 
avoidance of confusion and 
the true principles of heaven and earth.

Ethical
Culture
(Shinto)

Churches
Teachers
Believers

formerlyFounder 
official in headquarters of 
Jikkokyo (Sect Shinto). 
Succeeding his father but 
position has 
significance.

29 was an
272

390,698

religiousno
return to

Founder regarded as god-possessed and 
ns the successor of the Buddha and the 
Christ. Heaven

27. TENSHO KOTAI JIN- 
GU KYO
“Heaven-Shinin琴-Great-Dcity- 
Dwelling Teaching"
(1) KITAMURA Sayo (£)
(2) 1942

Churches
Teachers
Believers

Syncretism This is the so-called 
“Dancing Religion." The 
foundress, a farmer's wife, 
recently spent a year in 
Hawaii and USA preach
ing her message. Head
quarters in Tobusc, Yama- 
guclii Pref.

223
196

be created here by 
selfless existence, observance of spirtual 
practices, repentance for sins, 
your soul.”

85,279can

Polish

Note:(1)Founder
(2) Datc-of original revelation
(3) Date of separation from “ mother M denomination 
M-Malc
F-Female
* English books available 

Additional Terms :
Lotus Sutra : One of the Scriptures of Northern Buddhism. It is high

ly respected in the Tendai tradition and the sole basis 
of Nichircn Buddhism.

Gochi Nyorai : The five Buddhas of Shingon Buddhism.
Ameno Minakanushi 
Takamimusubi 
Kamimusubi
Mandala : a pictorial arrangement of Buddhist figures or symbols.

Grand total:
beginning of religiousor movement 1.) Churches

Branches
5,483 
4,043

Teachers 26,138 
Believers 8,954,067

2.)
3.)
4.)

Kami: Hcavcn-August-Ccntcr-Mastcr Deity 
Kami : High-AugusいGrowth-Deity 

Kami: Divine-August-Growth Deity

no
no

no

MUCH OF THE WORLD’S TROUBLE IS CAUSED 
BY COMBINING A NARROW MIND WITH A 
WIDE MOUTH.

JAPAN HARVEST ADS GET RESULTS
LANGUAGE TEACHER available; experience includes 5 years teaching 
C. I. M. Missionaries in Karulzawa. Ask for Mrs. Ikeda call 48-3940
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\(,lien lliinl^ ofyou

TRACTS^wriTE...
phoNE...
VISIT

tliinlc of

OR
ONE OF OUR 

CONVENIENTLY 

LOCATED BRANCH 

OFFICES

1, 2-cliomc, Kitnzawa Clio, Sctn^aya I〈u,

Tol^i

A wide selection of 

just part of our complete literature

tracts in Japanese—^proven• •參參

service.

International Air-Sea
Rail Reservations__

Tours ly^REUiFFORCOLDS
IM AMYS1AGI!EVERETT 

TRAVEL SERVICE

association

SNEEZING—STUFFED-UP NOSE 
HAY FEVER 

WATERING EYES 
RUNNING NOSE 

THROAT DRIP—SORE THROAT 
COUGHS—FEVER 

JOINT PAINS

TOKYO s Tekko Bldg., Room 108-111, 
5th & W St., C. P. O. Box 558. 
Phone : (20) 1466/9

YOKOHAMA :13, Kaigan-dori, 3- 
chome, Naka-ku, Yokohama.
Phone: (2) 4171/8

OSAKA : 3rd floor, Kobe Bank Osaka 
Bldg., 21,Dosho-machi, 4-chome, 
Higashi-ku, Osaka.
Phone : (26) 6531/7

KOBE : Meikai Bldg., 32 Akashi-mach, 
Ikuta-ku, Kobe.
Phone : (3) 6393/8

stock of hundreds 
of leading brand-name drugs.

Ch. froose om our

BABY NEEDS • SUNDRIES • COSMETICS

Mail Orders Tel:
KOREA • PHILIPPINES Accepted (27) 4034.5

HONG KONG • INDIA Nikkatsu Int’l Bldg., Hibiya, Tokyo
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ROME PROFITS FROM ECUADOR MARTYRS

Miami, Ep/A. .. .Ecuadorean martyrdom of five 
early this year aroused theChristian

interest of Catholics as well as Protestants. Roman
missionaries

by Victor Springer
•• CHRISTIAN 〃 MISSION TO CHINA

in whichCatholic missionaries working in the 
the five
received a $7,000 Piper four-place aircraft for use in 
their work. The plane was provided by a Miami, 
Florida group of Roman Catholic laymen.

area
murdered by Auca Indians havemen were

Tokyo, Ep/A. ...A group of Japanese pastors has 
been invited to visit Communist China, a recent issue 
of the Kirisuto Shimbun reports. In March (’56) 
group of pastors met in a round table conference to 
discuss the possibility of making such a trip. At the 
meeting, the Preparation Committee of the Japanese 
Christian Mission to China was formed and a letter building of

a
RADIO ON THE MARCH

Tokyo, Ep/A. .. . Plans are now under way for the 
recording studio, Arthur J. Seely, 

president of the Pacific Broadcasting Association
a new

sent by Asano Junichiro, head of the committee,was
to Mr. Wu, head of the China Christian Committee. (formerly POBC), announced last month. PBA, which 
Permission was requested for about 20 members, 
presenting every denomination, to visit China for about 
one month. Request was also made that all hotel and prints are finished, and preparations made for the

actual laying of. the foundation. Provided funds are 
forthcoming, it is hoped that the studio will be ready 

In the middle of October, a letter was received for use in the early spring of 1957.
Besides turning out programs for Japanese con-

turns out some 38 Gospel broadcasts a week, on tape, 
has long been in need of expanded facilities. Blue-

re-

travel expense within China be paid for by the China 
Committee.

from Mr. Wu approving the request. It was stipulated 
in this letter that no more than fifteen members would sumption, sponsored by different evangelical groups,
be allowed in the mission to China and that the visit PBA has recently begun producing programs to be
should take place between March 15 and May 1,1957. used by the
All travel expenses within China would be paid for built by Tom Watson (T.E.A.M.) in Korea, (see p. 7)
by the Chinese. (On November 15, Mr. Asano called 
the Preparation Committee together to discuss concrete 
plans for the trip. It was agreed at that time that the 
members of the mission would be decided by the year 
end.) (See page 43)

The so-called “Christian church of China,” which 
will welcome this mission of Japanese churchmen, is
the same group which by its accusations brought two long-wave frequencies,
about, in August,1955, the arrest of Rev. and Mrs. short-wave frequencies.
Wang Ming Tao of the Christian Church in Peiping.

20,000 watt Gospel Station HLKXnew

The pioneer missionary Gospel Station HCJB, now 
celebrating its 25th anniversary of broadcasting from 
the Andes mountains in Ecuador, will become 
Christmas Eve the first missionary station to broad
cast with 50,000 watts of power, according to their 
latest Bulletin. Directed by Clarence W. Jones, the 
station broadcasts in a total of nine languages,

FM outlet, and five

on

on
an

Another missionary station which is greatly 
The principal charge against them was reported to panding its facilities is the Far East Broadcasting
be “opposition to the revolution.” Wang, one of the Company, which recently purchased
leading pastors of China for the past thirty years, Of America radio installation for use in Manila. The 
is considered by many to be the leader in the Chinese United States Government has used these transmitters
church of those who have rejected Communism and (50,000 and 100,000 watts) to beam official programs
held true to the Gospel. After their arrest, Pastor and
Mrs. Wang were sentenced to fifteen years of hard purchased by FEBIAS is twice 
labor. Mrs. Wang reportedly died, and nothing is 
known of the pastor’s assistant and 18 Christian col- and should have no trouble penetrating well into Com- 
lege students who were arrested for trying to carry 
on the work.

ex

entire Voicean

several thousand miles. The 100,000 watt transmitter
powerful as any 

commercial station licensed to operate in America,
as

munist China with the Gospel.

The government sponsored Cnina Church is now SOCIAL SECURITY
directing its opposition against the indigenous group 
known Washington, Ep/A. .. .EFMA Missionary News 

Service reports that hundreds of missionaries are ex-
the opportunity to come under 

Social Security because of lack of proper information 
concerning the benefits of Social Security. Ordained, 
licensed, or commissioned American missionaries who

before January 1，

the Little Flock. Members of this evan-as
gelical group (.similar to the Plymouth Brethren) 
being accused by the government-approved church of pected to lose out 
“betraying the country and people” and “serving” the 
United States and Bandit Chiang Kai Shek in opposing 
the government.

are
on

Good-will visits such as the proposed visit of Japa- 
churchmen to China, and the visit to Russia a 

few months ago by American churchmen of the NCC 
fit in with the plan of the Central Committee of the 
World Council of Churches to bring all churches in 
the Red Communist states into WCC membership. It 
seems 
of the

were active as missionaries 
1955 have until April, 1957 to file their election of 
coverage with the Internal Revenue Bureau. It they 
fail to file by that date, they will forfeit all right to

self-employed in-

on or
nese

participate in Social Security 
dividuals. It is now or never for missionaries who

as
to bo only a matter of time until representatives 

Communist-upheld churches will take their 
places in the policy-making bodies of the WCC.

wish to participate in the Social Security Program.
(Confd p.12, 43)on
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MISSIONARY HUMOR

Script by The Editor 
Sketches by Phyllis Brannen

□ 5) Critical Carlic: To hi in every glass of water is half-
cinply,
mon on every shoulder and believes his 
calling is to critically analyze everything 
and everyone but himself. Slowly his 
soul dries up, shriveled up from ihc 
bitterness of bickering.

Blessed is the man zoho can laugh at himself.. .verily lie shall 
Read this over ami check the ones where you

half-full. He dc-never sees a
not crack up!” 
fit. Be honest.

Box score. •. .0 - 2-----You’re dead
3-5___ Perfectionist
6-9___ Average
10-13___ Furlough is due

* 14-16___ Retire please
(Any similarity lo actual persons, living or dead, is purely inten
tional)

□ 6) Investiirator Ivan: Being convinced he i's the Christian
to the

a time as this”. .lie for-
Joc McCarthy who “has 
kingdom for such

minds everybody else’s business but
evil in

come
He has a card-catalogue mind, a place for 

everything and everything in it’s place. 
His files are well classified but lie is a 
slave to detail, controlled by it, 
controlling it.

EQicient Eddie:□ J)
ever
his own, computing statistics 
others. Then without any semblance ot

on
not

truthfulness, heor
circulates 8 carbon copies of his charges 
“conficlcnully."

Naive Nelson: "Whatever they say (Japanese brethren, 
Field； Council leaders, latest mimeograph
ed policies) is right, 
his motto. He is as pliable 
dependable only 
twist in the party line, be quiet, offend 

his mediocre

□ 7)
why figlit?" is 

putty, 
to follow the latest

so
Perfectionist Pete: He's sure if he doesn’t personally do 

it, it just won't be done right, 
bitterly goes about doing a few things 
perfect. He never learns the secret o£ 
leadership: delegation of responsibility ... 
the difference between the president of 
a department store and a shoe-shine 
man.

as
heso

no one, and 
sionary way .

go on nus-

8) Crisis Cyrus: lie secs dark, gathering storms in every 
morning headline and is prepared lo flee 
at a moment’s notice ahead of the invad
ing communists, income tax collectors 
H. Bomb ashes, leaving behind similiar 
neurotic, unstable Christians "tossed about 
by every strange wind of cioctrinc." •

□
□ 3) Indigenous Ike: He’s a fanatic on being "all things to all

men”. Though his motive is noble, 
his method somciimes rubs "State
side0 missionaries the wrong way, 
embarrasses liis wife, but gladdens 
the Japanese, who overlook the way 

4 his kimono is sometimes inside out.

or

□ 9) Plodder Paul: He is slow motion incarnate, who plans on
a 40 year ministry. Violently against 
evangelists, he says, “I prefer hand-picked 
fruii," not because he picks them him
self, but because lie doesn’t happen

••reaper” and he piously must 
justify himself lo his wife.

口 4) Executive Eric； He was used to push-buttons on his dcsk-
for his secretary, another for ollicc 

boy, etc. Now he furiously pushes but 
ihe bulton simply replies “ashila dekiru 
deshol"

one

to
own a
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□14) Optimist Otto: It’s always a '*bca-u-ti-£ul day" and 
everything is always “just fine" even 
111011gh his office and home arc one big 
unswcpl mess, hal£ his support is drop
ped and the kids are sick. If only he and 
Pessimist Percy could live together, they'd 
be the most balanced

□10) State-side Stanley： “Look, this is the way we do it at
have the oflering before the 

build concrete churches,

alive.menhome—\ve 
sermon, we
people raise their hands and conic for- 
ward”...liis goal...^Ame
ricanize, not evangelige the Japanese."

unconscious

Individualist Isaac: He has a congenital fear of com-
___ mittecs and believes everyone is conspir-

lo ovcrtlitow his projects.

□ 15〉
The⑴g

iruth is most people don't 
ber his name. His tribe, sprouting like 
weeds all

even rcmcm-

God’s pasture, usually 
P overlap in their ministry. He also loves 
I to be ihc combination president, vice- 

president, secretary and treasurer.

over

Fi
□11)Reformer Roger: He secretly plans to “purge the limd.， 

by driving at nitc and overturning all 
the little roadside idols, lie's also plan
ning a petition to the Government to 
change over lo English.

□16) Squatter Steve: Not only docs he plan lo settle down to 
a 40 year ministry, but be plans to spend 
it in one place. Oh yes, lie has scripture 
一“He shall not suffer the righteous 
be moved."

to

□ 12〉Pessimist Percy: To him, the world is fast going to the
is the

church. With his pink pessimistic glas- 
hc reads all nc'\> with the view of 

bolstering his prc-concicvcd notions that 
"all's wrong with the world and God’s 
left Hia throne.” Meanwhile most people 
avoid him, for 、vith him there is 
"good word."

□17) Victorious Vic: Though lie realizes that there's a little 
bit of each of these 1G characters in him, 

he also realizes that the secret of 
victory is Col. 1:27 "Christ in you, ihc 
hope ot glory".. .for *'It is God working 
in you*' both 
good pleasure."
in prayer and fellowship and the ministry 
of the Word, liberating the Holy Ghost 
of God, Christ, Himself, to live, plan, 
expedite, will, campaign, think and do 
all His Holy pleasure in and by and 
through him.

"bow-wows" and whai’s more, so

yetSCS

will and to do of Hislo
So lie invests his time

□13) Milktoast Melvin: His favorite verse is “the servant of 
the Lord must not strive, but be paticnt.M 
He goes
door-mat way, trying 
clown to please everyone, 
did this till he woke up 
himself whit lied down to a toothpick.

A SENSE OF HUMOR IS THE OIL IN LIFE’Shis rubbery, 'valcrccl-tlown, 
to whittle liiniselE

on
ENGINE.

The editors realize that some consider allI-Iis brother
humor wrong for Christians. A Kyoto mis- 

God never told a joke!” We
day to findone

sionary wrote: 
solicit your comments. Shall someone write 
“Missionary Portraits——Women Only??”
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Opposed to this, a definite policy of financial aid, 
the amount of which is agreed upon by the parties 
concerned in view of the circumstances involved, and 
is predicated upon sound principles understood by all. 

The principles involved here
1. That the new converts are few in number and 

therefore even their combined strength is unequal 
to the task;

2. That numerical strength will grow, and this growth 
is taken into account;

3. That spiritual strength likewise will grow, and with 
this growth the grace of giving will be fostered 
and encouraged; in short the principle of steward
ship will be inculcated;

4. A permanent place of worship is
to numerical growth and respect in the community 
than meetings held in private homes 
facilities; aijd, t .

5. The principle o£.the parent helping the child, the 
elder aiding the younger to get established.
This is a thumbnail sketch of the principles of 

“priming the pump”. It assumes that there is water 
in the well. No amount of priming1 will cause water 
to flow where there is no water. Likewise unless there

PUMP-PRIMING PAUPERIZING ?
are:By J.A. McAlpine, Missionary, Presbyterian, U.S.

do not subsidize 
penny,” says Mr. A, in describing- his Mission’s 
policy toward securing land or buildings for indigen
ous groups.
B, while Mr. C characterizes the policy of his Mission 

“considering each project according to its individual 
merits.”

Mission work by even aour

We work on a 50—50 basis,” says Mr.

conduciveas more

It’s the last named policy with which the writer 
is most familiar, and which he believes is a sane and 
well-balanced approach to the ever-present problem of 
how to help without “killing with kindness.”

rentedor

JAPAN—A SICK MAN

For the purpose of perspective and clear under
standing- of mission policies in Japan, it’s necessary 
to eliminate the immediate postwar years of 1945 to 
1952 from consideration. During these seven years 
the Japanese nation was like 
from a severe operation. First there was a period 
of “emergence from shock.” This was very real. The 
writer returned to Japan in January of 1947. At that 
time, communications were still disrupted, families 
were scattered, shelter was horribly inadequate; food, 
shelter and clothing, in that order, were the uppermost 
problems in everyone’s mind.

The next short period may be compared to 
patient becoming ambulatory. The nation was “up and

is some priming, some pumps won’t work at all. Of 
course, we can’t carry this metaphor too far, but it 

to illustrate the point, namely, that judicious 
person recovering aid builds permanent spiritual churches faster than

serves
a

aid at all.no

HISTORY SHOWS PATTERN

If you examine the history of the major churches 
in Japan today, in the majority of cases either the 
building- or the land, or both, were provided, all, or in 
large part, by foreign money. This is definitely thea
case of the very first Protestant church erected in 

about” but that was about all. Then came the peace Japan, the Kaigan Kyokai, on the waterfront in Yoko- 
treaty in 1952 which was in effect a “discharge from hama. One thousand dollars of the cost of the original 

building- was a gift from the Christians of the Solomon 
Islands. Other gifts from the missionaries and busi
ness people of Yokohama and Tokyo are recorded in 
that church’s archives which reveal that both land and 
initial building (the present edifice is the third build
ing：
young men who were the charter members. Since then 
this church has sent into the Christian stream in Ja-

the hospital.” 
world

Once more the nation was out in the
its own.on

During these seven years, most conditions 
extraordinary and special. Therefore comparison of 
prewar with postwar methods of assistance to churches 
is more possible.

Please consider the church extension policy of 
your own denomination at home. Is it not the custom 
for a “General Council,” or a “Planning Committee,” or 
some such setup, either regional 
gest a new church in a certain locality? Then a survey 
of that area is made, invitations extended, 
zational meeting held, and financial aid extended to

were

that site) outright gifts to the nineon were

pan incalculable assets in the form of ministers and 
national, to sug- elders who have multiplied themselves many fold.

This pattern is normal, natural, and sensible, 
organi- Efforts at rigid control by conditioning1 gifts on a 50—

aid, but
launch the group. This financial aid may take the again this is too inflexible to meet the variable factors 
form of a.) rent, b.) an outright grant-in-aid, or c.) 
loan, or d) a combination of these in some form. Isn’t 
this the usual way of our “colonization” at home?

or

an
50 basis is still better than a policy of no

involved in so many different areas. This is particul
arly true of country

a
where growth is so slow 

to be almost invisible to the impatient human 
agents. There the principles of aid must be flexible 
enough to encourage and stimulate the local group. 

Let

areas
as

It appears that this is a sane and reasonable 
method at home, and also applicable to local situations 
throughout the world. A strict policy of “no aid” from 
the very beginning seems to ask entirely too much of 
the new convert, and may be a possible 
the high' percentage of loss in membership. They can’t 
bear the burden, and rather than embarrass 
they just fade out of the picture.

all, therefore, with understanding and 
loving cooperation, put our shoulders to the task of 
establishing- a healthy indigenous church rather than 
by a critical, demanding attitude, _ 

anyone, that the “new-boi.n babes in Christ” be smothered by 
the weight of burdens beyond their ability to bear. ★

us

forreason
muchrequire so
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NATIONALISM.. ■ Blessing or Blight?
A Symposium of thought 

by the Editor

lT，S self-evident that this is the age of rising nation
alism. India politely forced England out of India 
and Pakistan. China kicked all Western missionaries 
out, as has North Korea and North Indo-China. The 
Cypriots agitate against England. Morrocco and 
Algeria fight to rid themselves of France’s Colonial 
yoke. Indonesian President Sukarno said “I，d rather 
deliver my country to the Communists, than ever to be 
under the rule of the Dutch again.M

Egypt’s Nasser slapped America, France and 
England as he seized the Suez Canal and nationalized 
it. Young King Hussein grabbed Jordan’s Arab legion 
from England’s Glub Pasha and fired him. The Philip
pines enjoy their recently-won independence from 
America. Japan’s Socialists 
at the last election on an anti-American, anti-Mac- 
Arthur Constitution, pro-Red China Platform. Mean
while South Africa’s Bible-quoting Dutch Prime Minis
ter carries on an obsolete colonial policy that makes 
most Christians blush.

thingsdevastating formula because, 
stand today, it could mean a retreat from civilization. 
When to these historical differences 
racial distinction of pigmentation, the relationships 
become complex and difficult of solution. For the 
pigmented peoples have always resented the power tho 
white-skinned peoples have asserted over them.

It is asa

added theare

Here is a conflict that for centuries was limited
it is the foremost proto academic discussion; 

blem of our century....
now

Even had the wisest men foreseen this... .there
It is one of those crucialwould still be 

historic situations, which works itself out over the
no answer.

is that whatever else itcenturies. The hope 
brings, it will not bring more war.

now
resounding victorieswon

CHRISTIANS ABUSE NATIONALISM ?
Veteran Missionary Ruth Paxson told the author 

five years ago: ‘‘1 predict the next great world move
ment will be rising nationalism. It 
will kill
greatest force to carry out the great commission ima
ginable.

abuse it, it 
learn to use it, it will be the

we
Ifus. we

Japan’s Dr. Hotta wrote: “In Okinawa, in Hong
kong：, in the Philippines and Singapore, in Goa and 
Ceylon, in Egypt with the Suez Canal, in Iraq, Jordan, 
Syria and the other Arab nations, and again in Israel, 
in Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco, countries but 
nominally independent, and in Kenya, and Cyprus, and 
in Greece as that country has supported the Cyprus 
independence movement, and farther north, in the so- 
called satellite countries—Budapest in Hungary and 
Poznan in Poland, nay, farther north yet, almost at 
the North Pole, in Iceland, from Sunakawa to Budapest 
and Poznan, from Poznan and Budapest to Sunakawa

wide belt from

The question is: harnessing this 
force? How many hundreds of missionaries and their 
missions may be just 
instead of capitalizing nationalism for God’s glory.

What is the evangelical’s attitude toward this 
world-wide rising nationalism? On this critical nation
alism problem missionaries have two choices.... hide 

heads ostrich style and live in a fool’s paradise; 
or face the facts realistically ancl make the best of it, 
capturing the very emotions of nationalism for God’a

are missions

obsolete ancl fighting,as are

our

new reality is being born. Over 
northwest to southeast-let 
Belt——the thought and the will to do away with depen-

glory. Here are some practical suggestions as to how 
this can be done, right here in Japan.

1.Listen with

aa
call it the New Realityus

attentive (not suspicious) earan
dence are coming into existence.”

COMMUNISTS USE NATIONALISM 
Apparently the only people who know how to 

utilize this rising nationalism for profit 
Rusians. George E. Sokolsky writes, “It’s impossible 
to understand Nasser’s program unless Mao Tse 
Tung’s program, Nehru’s program and the revolt of 
the Moors in North Africa are simultaneously consi
dered, because what is happening in Egypt is only 
phase of the world-wide revolution initiated by Lenin 
and Trotzky and their associates in 1917. .. .The cur
rent phase is the revolt of the dark-skinned peoples 
against the white peoples. If a Hindu, for instance, 
were told that Soviet Russia is the most colonial nation 

earth, the Hindu is likely to reject the idea. lie 
probably adopts the attitude that colonialism 一 
the subjection of the dark skinned peoples to the white
skinned countries. And it is this formula that Soviet 
Hussia has succeeded in establishing in Asia and 
Africa to the peril of all Western countries and the 
peace of the world.

to their honest complaints.
2. Add to their list some of your 

observation, making sure that in the process you don’t 
elevate yourselt in their eyes at the expense of other 
missionaries.

similarown

theare

3. Put them in your place, asking “What would 
you do? any positive suggestions?”

4. Admit that many of their grievances are justi
fied, but quickly hammer home the fact that all Chris
tians are one in Christ——therefore if one suffers, all

a

suffer.
5. Agree wherever you can with them that Japa

nese are better than missionaries in evangelizing, etc” 
and use nationalism as a lever to life the responsibi? 
ity from your shoulders to theirs.

6. Koot out the false, egotistical, unscriptural 
idea that being a Westerner automatically makes you

paragon of virtues and possessor of spiritual gifts 
far surpassing any Japanese. This 
titude is quickly noticeable to the' Japanese and is 
direct cause for rising nationalism. (Cont'd)

on
means

a
unconcious at-

a
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(national) division of the United Church of Northern 
India.”

NATIONALISM (Cont’d)

This includes work assignments for all mission-Contemporary leaders have this to say on this vital
aries, who will henceforth be called “fraternal work
ers^ ;and all requests for new personnel from America 
and responsibility for all the institutions formerly 
carried

subject:
1) Philippine President Ramon Magsaysay: 

“We must bring into play all the positive and 
structive potential of nationalism 
force, rejecting the negative elements of distrust 
and hostility, which at the same time develops a sense 
of inferiority and inadequacy in those individuals 
destined to become the nation’s future leaders.”

con-
by the Mission. . . .the center of gravity 

moves from “foreign missions” to the ecumenical Church 
in a dynamic revolutionary mission.
“missions” are outdated, 
states. “The ecumenical mission of the Church is united

idealogical onas an

Foreign” and 
authoritative publicationan

Christian faith and love in action in this 
each Church participating according： to its genius and

longer is measured

day,2) Norman Grubb speaking to Japan Missionaries 
in 1953: “We have to face the probability in God’s 
wisdom of this being the close of the ‘foreign missions’ 
....Now the era of ‘world nationalism’ has arrived. 
All nations and countries are feeling- and beginning to 
claim their rights to their independence, and we who 
treasure our own liberties and independence must 
gladly recognize -their rights to the same. This has 
its immediate repercussion on ‘foreign missions,' 
which inevitably have the flavor of foreign domination

influence, even though we don’t intend it. We must 
expect, therefore, a rapid increase of the importance 
of the rising young national churches, and an equal 
diminution in the acceptability, influence and 
existence of foreign missions.”

3) Dr. Everett Cattell, 20-year veteran India mis
sionary and secretary of the Evangelical Fellowship 
of India: “It is an agonizingly painful statement to 
make but those missions which have a long- history 
of missionary-centric planning and organization find 
it almost impossible to switch over to true indigenous 
principles. This has been proved time and again in 
India where these missions would try with all their 
strength, but find their organization too deep-rooted 
and cumbersome.”

4) India’s Nehru: ‘‘As far as possible the Union 
Christian Church should be independent. We’ve had 
various churches of Protestant persuasion for the last 
100 or 150 years. These periods are long enough to 
build up an indigenous church which need not rely 
too much on external assistance.”

To enforce this principle, an official statement was 
published by the Indian authorities stating, “Foreign 
missionaries coming as additional members of a mis
sion or in replacement of existing ^missionaries will 
be admitted into India providing they possess out
standing qualifications or specialized experience and 
Indians are not available for such posts.”

Someone said India is usually five years ahead of 
Japan. If that principle should be promulgated 
law by the Japanese Diet, how many missionaries 
would qualify to come back for the next term. Sadly, 
missionaries in many lands are being forced to apply 
indigenous methods not because the Bible teaches it 
(and it does), nor because the home board desires it 
(and most do), or because we believe it, but because 
of external pressure from secular governments, as in 
Poland, Hungary, Rumania, China, N. Korea, N. Indo- 
China, Russia, Mongolia, India, E. Germany, etc.

In India the Board of Foreign Missions of the 
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. has “welcomed and 
voted to approve the plan drawn up for turning 
all rights, duties, and reponsibilities to the provincial

new

resources. Christian advance 
by the number of American or Western missionaries 
sent and they in turn do not presume educational and 
spiritual superiority to Christians of other lands. Our 
American Church will send out more workers, far more 
than now, but those who represent us are in new 
ecumenical relationships. Christian workers go from

no

Church to Church across the world.
5) Dr. Archibald Campbell, Presbyterian 

sionary in Korea: “Strangely, General James Van 
Fleet, the famous commander of the U.N. forces in 
Korea, advocated
military affairs. He argues that the job of the Amer
ican army and GI is not to fight the enemies of de
mocracy, themselves, but to train the armies and sol
diers in the countries most affected, to do the job. Amer
ican soldiers should go into direct combat with the 
enemy only as an emergency until the nationals 
be trained to fight for themselves. American soldiers 
are far more expensive, harder to maintain and in the 
end, less effective fighters. Much the same could be 
said of foreign missionaries as soldiers in the warfare 
*not against flesh and blood.’ ’’

6) Kenneth Strachen, director of the Latin Amer
ican Mission: “I’d like to pass on to you a further 
step toward the L.A.M.’s solution of the biggest pro
blem that faces all missions today. Because of the 
pressures of nationalism, and motivated by the ^in
digenous church” ideal, some mission boards are work
ing toward the day when the national church is 
established that foreign funds and personnel can be 
completely withdrawn. But in the light of the “ex
ploding” population and the religious and political 
situation in Latin America, 
is the true solution to the problem here.

“The Lord’s answer to us seems to be this: The 
L.A.M. should open its doors to Latin Americans, look
ing forward to the day when 
agency of the Latin American 
American church, with
ency drawn impartially from both. We believe this is 
the way to proper partnership with Latin Americans 
in the evangelization of this vast continent. And 
believe this is the way by which the North American 
church with its great 
missionary obligation to Latin America.

It was a special joy, therefore, to conduct a major 
part of our mission meetings in Spanish rather than 
in English, and to have with 
our Latin American colleagues•”（Cont，d

mis-or

inpolicy very similar toeven a ours

can

so

do not feel that thiswe

become a missionary 
well as the North 

missionaries and constitu-

as we
as

our

we

best discharge itsresources can

goodly number of 
p. 41)

us a
over on
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land, must be hemmed in and whipped into place by 
language study requirements. I feel sorry for the 
leaders of large
time pampering a few unfaithful missionaries who 
haven’t the heart to put themselves to work. The law 
indeed is for the ungodly and the disobedient, for the 
undisciplined and the lazy. There should be absolutely 

necessity for any such “language requirements” 
if each missionary were girt up and alert. However, 
because of the unfaithful few in a group, everyone 
must be subjected to the
should have been shipped back home with the one who 
occasioned the making thereof!

How free a man becomes when God works dis
ciplined faithfulness into his life! “Thou shalt put 
in thirty hours of language study per week’’ can be 
done with joy and gladness一not because it’s 
sion requirement and you’ll be looked down on by 
others if you don’t submit, but because you do it as 
unto the Lord. “Let the lazy ones drag their heavy 
feet all the way through the thirty hours, Lord, but 
make me disciplined and :faithful.”

2. The Dross of JEALOUSY: This green-eyed 
monster appears on the world’s mission fields more 

many times frequently than any other demon in the lives of mis-
pure metal is to be finally realized. When sionaries. Just let that younger missionary make

metal is put into the fire, the dross rises to faster strides in the language than the senior worker,
the surface as scum. Let’s consider three of these and watch the scum rise! How full of “senior”....
spiritual refinings and their results, and compare them 
with our own experiences:

1.The Dross of UNDISCIPLINED LAZINESS:

who spend much preciousmissions

no

God’s Purifying Flame
ugly scrutiny thatsame

By M. L. Fieldhouse

For legitimate reasons some missionaries will probably
not they

host of blessed lessons by

never
master Japanese fluently. Hovicver, whether 
pletely master it, they'll learn
faithfully studying merely from the staudpoint that itrs 
impossible obstacle to the flesh and requires Divine power

This article will definitely not apply to some; it’s 
primarily luritten to all who thought that their battles xuerc

that boat bound for Japan!

or co丨 n-

a mis-an
io

overcome.

they set footover os soon as on

will refine them as silver is refined, and will try 
them as gold is tried.” (Zechariah 13:19)
ALL real gold and silver must be refined 
if the 

rawthe

“authority” and “prestige” the older one becomes!
An older missionary once said to me: “A China 

missionary says that the single young men are just a 
This is possibly the first alloy that rises to the surface headache on the mission field.” (Wonderful encour-
when God’s flame is applied to the missionary’s life. agement to a single missionary!) But there are other
Those who were very zealous in conference meetings, statements just as cutting when used by the wrong
pastoral work, evangelistic compaigns, etc., back home, tongue at the right time: “The single ladies are, on

than useless.” Or, “You new mis- 
undisci- sionaries are a liability to any mission board: your 

whole first term is just wasted.”

after a short period of Japanese language study, sud- the whole, 
denly discover the awful fact that they 
plined and lazy.

Some are able, by God’s help, and many tearful

worse
are

After a few months in Japan a young missionary
hour long

When the service ended
struggles, to gain complete victory, while others stood up and read off 
evidently will be lazy forever! Their spiritual gym
nastics cause one to be amused at rather than to sym
pathize with them. Little phrases like these appear:
“We’re not here primarily to study language.”....
“There’s no time to study Japanese—we must evan
gelize “Foreigners will 
language.M This next

in Japa- 
senior missionary

sermonan
anese.

and his wife said in a very cynical tone, “And how
many times have you read off that sermon without 
understanding it?” The answer was, “Three times 
now,”. .. .“without understanding it.M Then his wife 

master this difficult gave her volley: “Well, at least I understand all the
takes first prize: “We Japanese I speak!” Oh, the bitterness and jealousy

that can eat away the missionary’s soul! Oh, the 
Like the octopus who tries both to conceal himself hatred and marred fellowship caused by jealousy! 

and to confuse his enemy, so this kind of missionary 
glides about, cleverly shooting spurts of spiritual ink 
to hide his laziness and lack of discipline. Mean- sionai.y’s life 
while, he attempts to impress everyone with his super 
spirituality. If anyone mentions “language study,” 
he calls a prayer meeting-. Laziness loves to stay lazy, 
and woe betide the person who tries to smoke it out!

Ask God, my lazy brother 
dross off your heart. He wants to 
and in mine the reflection of. . . . disciplined faithful-

never
one

ought to pray more and study only if God leads us!”

Is there any Japan missionary who has not either 
clearly observed this shameful dross in another mis- 

experienced it in his own? Is there 
any in your heart right now? Who are you jealous of?

missionaries must think they have the

or

Some
definite call and ministry to make life miserable for 
their junior helpers, the way they keep up 

sister, to skim this ending inquisition of their spiritual, physical, and
in your life mental well-being. May God’s flame sear each of us

and purify our souls from the dross of jealousy, and 
then will appear the reflection of love!

Try praying fervently for that brother. Goa 
turned the captivity of saintly Job when he prayed for 
his over-wise mends. Jealousy needs 

dark, non-Christian death blow. Look not on your

senior

a never-
or

see

ness.
Many of our “language regulations,” “study 

quii’emeiits,” and “weekly study reports” bespeak 
sad condition. It is criminal that missionaries re
presenting- the living God in

l.e-
a

mercilessa
things, but on thoseowna
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of that younger worker, and ask God to help us to 
rejoice with those that do rejoice. The heathen might 

it and turn to the Lord!
3. The Dross of PRIDE: Every earnest soul is 

plagued with the temptation to make a display, be it 
of place, face, race, 
other man look small in comparison to ourselves. How 
many times have you deliberately used difficult Japa
nese to confuse another missionary and to draw praise 
from the Japanese. All of us thrive too well on, “J6zu 
desu ne!” How skillfully we angle for praise, and we 
know just what bait to use, because it worked very 
successfully for

That mention of your progress in the language 
before older missionaries (or younger ones), that 
deliberate display of hours you spend each week in 
study, that belittling of the other man when you 
rected him in public to his shame and your glory— 
we’re all guilty. If we go 
that He has His own blessed ways of turning the heat 
on us and making the dross rise. When He has 
skimmed it off, He will see the reflection of humility. 
This is the quality about which most is propounded, 
yet least practised, in the lives of God’s people. Great, 
long- definitions aren’t necessary. Humility shows it
self when one is given an occasion to make a fleshly 
display and yet deliberately keeps his mouth sealed 
shut!

the unsearchable riches of Christ, but God knows that 
many of us aren’t yet even acquainted with the very 
riches that we want to preach about! Don’t complain 
about the hardness of the language and the trial of it 
all;God will use it in a hundred ways privately in your 
own life, long before He will use you one way with it 
publicly. Through the study of Japanese 
come to abhor yourself in dust and ashes.

“But why does it take so long to learn this tongue? 
Why doesn’t God give it to me soon” etc., etc ? Re
member two things:

1)Good silver and gold need plenty of long, 
concentrated heat before all the alloy

see

grace! We love to make theor
you will

be skimmedbefore on other occasions: canus
off.

souls2) You and I have plenty of dross in 
that doesn’t
application of dry ice! Let’s quit 
ing about all the “difficulties of the language” and let 
the “Refiner of silver” purify 
purity.

our
to rise to the surface through the 

silly whimper-
seem

cor- our

into His brand ofwith God, we discover uson

Many who iaithfully study Japanese and yet 
aren’t able to speak it have much 
fragrance about their lives than those who speak it 
well, and who give off 
of us must admit that God has broken 
language; maybe He knows, then, what a good tool 
He has! Why should He simplify matters and let 
get away with a half knowledge of His Grace? Give 
Him credit, at least, for His wise selection of an ap
propriate instrument to conform us to His image.

of Christ’smore

air of importance. Many
the

an
us over

us

We missionaries came to Japan to sail through 
the language and get out among the Japanese to preach ★
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6. ARE JAPANESE RESTAURANTS SAFE?
Restaurants with the sign “Class A” 

accurate as we think of Class A. Many were inspected 
when new and then were probably clean, but over the 
years they’ve changed in appearance. Any hot food or 
food which is just boiled can be eaten. Egg-salad 
dishes, mayonnaise, cream and such cause internal 
type diseases.

notare

YOUR HEALTH

by Dr. Ovid Bush, Southern Presbyterian 
Hospital, Osaka

HEALTH
7. ARE YEARLY CHECK-UPS NECESSARY?

of great help 
because the doctor, seeing you at a yearly interval, 
can find ailments much sooner than you can. With a 
doctor’s training and the previous year’s records it’s 
easier for him to tell how one is doing. Common..ail
ments are looked for, such as lack of proper rest, over
work and anemia.

This intervicxo is a 
ciission at a recent 
Almost 50 questions 
the 20. Let 
stuff. —eel.

informal Panel Dis- 
Kobe Missionary FclloiosliH> gathering. 
jo ere discussed but sfxice permits only 

knoio if you wnut more of this (loiun-to-cnrth

condnisalion of an

Yearly physical examinations are

1.WHAT THINGS CAN WE EAT?
THE Army tells their people not to eat any Japanese 
food. This is precaution. Generally speaking, 

peel——apples, mikans, pears
a

any food which you 
and such—are safe to eat raw. Any other food is not 
safe to eat raw. We have many such remedies as soak
ing in salt, potassium permanganate and such, but the 
worm larvae are

can 8. WHY ARE SHOTS NECESSARY?
A lot of typhoid and paratyphoid make keeping up 

yearly immunizations necessary. Smallpox, diphtheria 
and whooping cough injections are necessary, especial
ly among children. Tetanus, whooping cough, and 
diptheria are given in 
three. A booster shot is given at the end of one year 
and another at the time the child reaches school age. 
It is more essential that you have the injections here 
than in the States.

imbedded in the food that oftenso
these remedies don’t reach them, and thus don’t kill 
them. Any Japanese food is perfectly safe if well 
cooked. Most cities have markets which sell vegetables 
and fruits raised with commercial fertilizer. These 
shops have the Prefectural Market seal and 
safe as anything you

Canned goods in Japan are very sanitary. Occa
sionally a case of cans is not fully sterile and 
gastric upsets.

injection, with a series ofone

are as
get here.can

9. PLEASE DISCUSS SOME OF JAPAN’S COMMON
DISEASES.
The only way to keep from having worms at some 

time or other is to go back to the homeland. If you 
live here long enough, you’ll have them. Just running 
a hand along- the table can give one worms. Just walk
ing across the yard with sandals 
worm. There is No Sure Fire way of preventing it. 
The hook worm gets in through unbroken skin 
toes. The only thing we can do is wash our feet each 
time after 've’ve been out.

Polio is also present here, but the percentage here 
is much smaller than in America.

causes

2. WHAT SHOULD ONE DO WHEN OFFERED 
RAW FISH?
I’m afraid I d turn it down if I possibly could.

whichSome
involve the liver. It’s safer NOT to eat it.

have very types ofareas serious worms can give you hook •on

3. HOW DOES VITAMIN CONTENT OF JAPANESE- 
GROWN FRUITS AND VEGETABLES COMPARE 
WITH THAT OF OTHER COUNTRIES?
The food value of Japanese food is said to be less 

because the land is so overworked. I don’t know that 
this was proved true 
enough of the usual vegetables, fruits and meats there 
probably won’t be vitamin deficiency. There are seasons 
when getting enough variety in foods is impossible.

4. MAY FRESH, POWDERED AND CANNED MILK 
BE USED?
Doctors’ opinions vary. We don’t use fresh milk. 

Probably in 99 out of 100 cases it’s safe, but that 
time isn’t worth the risk with my children.

5. TO BE SURE IT’S STERILE, HOW LONG SHOULD 
WATER BE BOILED FOR A CHILD?
In most large cities there is adequate chlorinating 

of the water. In the country, of course, well-water 
is not sanitary. It’s surface water, and very unsafe 
for drinking. As a general rule, it’s safe to boil the 
water (rapid boil) five minutes. Boiled water tastes 
better if it’s cooled. Beating with an egg beater 
puts the air back in and helps the taste.

on our

false. I think if one eatsor
10. IS JAPAN IN THE “SLEEPING SICKNESS 

ZONE?” ,
There are three kinds of sleeping sickness: Ame

rican, African and Japanese. Japanese Encephalitis 
B is well known. Tt is present here, usually in the 
late
by filth and flies. The chances of getting Japanese B 
and polio here are very small.

The probable mode of transportation issummer.

one

11.HOW CAN TRACHOMA BE TREATED?
Trachoma is

upper and lower eyelids. Many times the granulation 
of the lower lid is not Trachoma. Trachoma always 
has granulation spots on the upper lid. The treatment 
is relatively simple in most cases. Use a type of bland 
eye drops (Boric acid) and afterwards Aurcomvcin 
three times a day for several weeks. This will usually 
clear up most eye disorders,

disease of the eye involving thea
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12. IS ATHLETE’S FOOT RECEIVED FROM THE 19. IS THE AFTERNOON REST NECESSARY?
PUBLIC OFURO?
The ofuro is a probable place to get it. If the ofuro all of a disposition to work, work, work and 

has just been heated up, it’s safe to go in. Skin dis
eases so prevalent in Japan, can be gotten there. The 
steamy hot places breed the fungus types of disease.

It’s wise. Missionaries don’t rest enough. We are
feel

that the kingdom will not get here unless we go, go,
we

8：o.

20. WHY ARE THERE SO MANY NERVOUS BREAK
DOWNS HERE WHEN CONDITIONS SEEM 
MORE FAVORABLE THAN IN OTHER COUNT
RIES?

•13. DO JAPANESE DOCTORS AND DENTISTS 
MEET AMERICAN STANDARDS?

In general Japanese doctors and dentists are good. 
In any town one can probably find a good doctor and 
dentist, but just to go to anyone is a serious mistake. 
It’s perfectly all right to go to 
doctor. The doctors in large university hospitals 
good.

should make our 
reason we have

While all the things around 
work easier, I feel that’s the very 
nervous breakdowns. I have a helper, a dictaphone 
and

us

well-recommendeda
are be-secretary and I expect myself to do 

cause of these. We try to drive ourselves because we 
have these things. Our aids help us have 
breakdowns. We don’t rest. I think it’s important 
for us to follow the Lord’s example and this is the 
heart of the message I want to give you. Most of us 
work on Sunday, and therefore think we can get by 
without resting the other days. Take a rest some other 
day during the week. If you don’t, you’ll find yourself 
getting weaker. More work is accomplished in six 
days with

morea

nervous
14. DO WE REQUIRE MORE SLEEP HERE?

I know of no medical reason why we need
sleep here. It’s just the fact that we go harder.

15. WHAT BRAND OF VITAMINS ARE RECOM
MENDED?
American Unicaps or one-a-day type vitamins, or 

Japanese Panvitan (Takeda) 
reputable preparation such

Squibb with the vitamin you 
your brand is standard.

more

day of rest than working the week’sgood. Compare 
that of Lilly, Upjohn seven days. 

taking to see if

oneaare
★as

or are

WHEN DOWN IN THE MOUTH, THINK OF 
JONAH: HE CAME OUT ALL RIGHT.

16. WHY TAKE VITAMINS?
Children should take vitamins the first year and 

preferably the second year also. We usually give a 
multi-vitamin drop. After two years of age they eat 
everything necessary and it’s probably as well to give 
them vitamins once a week. The reason for this is 
that many times during the year we don’t get enough 
vitamins and minerals. We give our children Vitamin 

-D (sunshine vitamin) every day and multi-vitamins 
only once a week. One-a-day vitamins are not neces
sary for those who get a balanced diet. Vitamins not 
needed are thrown out of the body anyway.

WEALTH a pmattcau pmm...
KHAyrKi

17. PLEASE DISCUSS THE CLIMATE AND LIVING 
CONDITIONS DUE TO THE CLIMATE. MEDICINEPHARMACY Put a price 

health? P 
lost. But 
ter chance of buyi^s back sood 
health than anyone in the whole 
history of mankind. That.a why 
money spent for medical care is 
wisely invested. Your health is 
guarded by our ph龜who 
carefully prepare your prescriptions 
from our stock of thousands of 
imported dmss.

your family^ 
riceless •••• yet euily 
today you stand a bet-

I’ve heard many people say that the climate here 
harder them than it would have been in thewas on

States. Many older missionaries felt this way. They
didn’t have facilities like we have now—refrigerator, 

and such. If one has thefans,
that make living comfortable he can live in this count-

conveniencesscreens

ry without getting additional rest. We stayed in Kobe 
all summer. It was hot! But, it wasn’t anything like 
Atlanta, Georgia.

18. ARE FURLOUGHS NECESSARY?
I think furloughs are necessary, to give us a pers

pective of our work. If we get away we can view it 
dispassionately. We
ting: away where people are not after us 24 hours 
day, 365 days a year, is what we need. Some people 
are capable of staying here 15 years and not going 
home. Others need to go home in four years. This 
is an individual variation.

SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

As?mistakes. Just get-can see our Mail Orders 
Promptly Filled Tel:

27-4034-5a

Nikkatsu Int’l Bldg., Hibiya, Tokyo
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in Japan, and if the missionary feels that he simply 
must put his helper “right” in the matter of his conduct 
of theTHE JAPANESE SAY his necktie, for 
the sake of future harmony let him check that impulse: 
Let him (1)

or the way heservice wears

constructive suggestion rather thanuse
destructive, outspoken criticism (“kono ho ga n dewa 
nai desho ka” rather thanWHY MISUNDERSTANDINGS ? wa dame desu”）； andsore
(2)let him be careful never to criticise or correct his 
co-worker in the presence of others, particularly if 
they are members of the church.

The loss of face suffered is well-nigh intolerable.
by Rev. and Mrs. P.T. Luke (J.E.B.)

In response to repeated requests for articles on practical discus
sion of " What do 
missionaries?” “

(.And incidentally why, oh why, are most missionaries 
so reluctant to praise their helpers? It can make up 
for all the discouragement suffered and strengthen 
the spirit—try it!)

Over-directness

Japanese brethren really think of
failing?，，, etc., JAPAN 

HARVEST gladly presents this first in a series by a beloved 
couple ivfw’ve labored many faithful years in rugged village 
evangelism. —ed.

our . 
Where

us
we

the missionary’s part doesn’t 
make him more attractive

on
enhance his reputation 
in Japanese eyes, but rather the reverse, for to them 
it indicates a crude inability to cope with a situation 
delicately, wisely and to the benefit of all concerned.

or
THE choice of this subject for the first of this orien
tation series springs only from the prayerful desire 
to contribute toward the elimination of the frequently 
recurring misunderstandings between foreign mission
aries and Japanese people, particularly workers, evan
gelists and pastors.

That such misunderstandings do arise, ancl become 
the direct cause of friction and all too often of tragic 
and permanent disagreements, would surely not be 
questioned by anyone with experience in working with 
Japanese. There is, however, considerable difference 
of opinion as to why these misunderstandings arise..
..Why does the missionary so often misunderstand 
the reactions of his Japanese helper 
Why does the Japanese co-worker or pastor so often 
misinterpret the missionary’s intention?

It is true that the language barrier can be blamed 
for a good deal of the trouble on both sides, but it’s 
evident to those who’ve been here long enough to 
know, that the foreign missionary’s behavior is all 
too often the real cause of 11，1ction. Japanese people 

incredibly sensitive to attitudes: an attitude of 
friendly equality evokes iriendly co-operation, while 

attitude of superiority 
how well-concealed) produces a response of cool 
reserve or formal polite non-co-operation, maddeningly 
frustrating to the foreigner.

But we’re discussing behavior rather than attitudes 
一although behavior, of course, reveals attitudes with 
startling clarity. A thoughtless indifference to the 
creature comforts of one’s Japanese visitor may make 
him feel that the missionary’s interest in his soul’s 
welfare is after all merely professional! Here are 
few behaviorisms that call for serious reflection on our 
part:

LACK OF CONSIDERATION—How sadly for- 
reigners often fail here. How often we’re put to shame 
by the consideration shown us when 
the Japanese! This lack of consideration is the result 
of that pre-occupation with

guests ofwe are

own essentially for-our
eign point of view that shuts out proper consideration 
for the Japanese way of doing things; not that the 
Japanese way or doing things is always and necessarily 
right一by 
than

often right
(We’re not concerned here with anti- 

Christian heathen customs.) For instance, it may be 
smart and business-like to receive your Japanese visitor 
with a “Well, what is your business?” attitude, but it 
won’t open the door oi nis heart... .such bluntness 
could only make him feel unwelcome, or at the least 

lack of sympathy with his problems.
The more important a Japanese person’s business 

may be the longer he’ll take to get around to it. But 
all too often it happens that the missionary is too

no means; it is however more
wrong.

co-worker?or

a

are
impatient to wait for the ultimate revelation, which 
sometimes turn out to be critical, tragic, 
urgent. Many missionaries have complained to 
that they ‘‘can’t get near to the Japanese people.” I 
suspect that in most cases it’s the result of their own 
too business-like and impatient attitude——they simply 
just don’t give the people concerned a chance to thaw 
out and get to the point, if there is a point. This, by 
the way, is the place to mention how effective a cup 
of coffee or tea served Western style

This will be much more appreciated than the 
ocha they get at home anyway.

It is inconsiderate to imagine that any Japanese 
can be persuaded to lay bare his soul before you make 
friends with him ancl win his confidence, which process

business” (no matter ormayan or
us

be.can
a

OVER-DIRECTNESS—This first because
it’s usually the first thing the foreigner does wrong in 
Japan. Many of 
frank outspokenness, but a merely superficial know
ledge of Japanese thought, poetry and art should be 
sufficient to inform the thoughtful foreigner that the 
Japanese expresses only a part of his feelings about 
a serious or delicate subject. According to Japanese 
ideals a good picture is only about 30 percent line and 
form—the rest is in the imagination of the artist and 
the beholder.

The art of suggestion is still greatly appreciated

comes

may take a year or more. “You cannot hurry the East1 
is as true of individual souls

pride ourselves our blunt,onus
of systems. Ex

perienced missionaries have always suspected the 
motives of persons who are too easily won, who be- 

too friendly and too zealous much too soon to 
be genuine. It’s true that through sheer force of 
personality and go-getting hard work some mission
aries have built up a remarkably successful-looking 
work. But experience has repeatedly shown that the

usually the ones that have

as

come

conversions that last are
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slowly ripened in patient love until faith became 
inevitable and

It is inconsiderate on
permanent and solid.

part to take for granted J 
that our Japanese workers can live on next to nothing / 
simply because they eat Japanese food. The Japanese 
Government in a recent survey declared that the ab
solute
month per person for food alone (¥16,000 for a family 
of 4). It is a deplorable and humiliating policy for 

missionary to keep his or her helper waiting for
inadequate monthly

conversion
our

PNEUSTEIA 1
the Bible's testimony Concerning Itself 1

for adequate living was Y4,000 perminimum THE0
a
extra “hand._outs” to augment 
salary.

an

J. M. T. WINTHERThe reaction to this policy is always and 
sarily an undercurrent of resentment, as it holds the 
worker in a constant state of uncertainty and bitter 
humiliating dependence on the foreigner. Pay your 
worker adequately and give him all the self respect 
he needs to enable him to stand before his fellow-

neces-

Japanese.
Few realise how damaging- it 

their maids in a place of in-
missionaries can

be to their work to
struction or authority among the Christians. This is 
deeply resented by the Christians, though they may 
not say anything to the missionary about it. It may 

' be permissible to use the maid as a Sunday School 
teacher, if there is a real call for it, but even that is 
a tricky business. In the eyes of the Japanese a maid 
is a maid, and must keep her place as such.

It is also dangerous to take the maid’s advice on 
how to treat Japanese visitors, or to 

imagine that because the maid sleeps on one thin futon 
the visiting guest can also do the same. Very few 
maids know anything1 about these things, and when 
their advice is sought too often, they usually become j" 
arrogant and a stumbling block and offense to the |
Christians. And most missionaries can’t follow the i It^s wher^.............
innuendos of the maid’s speech to other Japanese. 1

ground of 1

use

A popular essay the inspiration of 
Scripture for every serious student of the Bible

on

English edition Y 460

LUTHERAN LITERATURE SOCIETY
16,1 Chome, Fujimi Cho, Chiyoda Ku, 

Tokyo
such matters as

Time and time again the hard 
many missionaries has been lost by maids who 
permitted to stand between them and the Christians. 1 

I’d like to close on a positive note. What are the 1
things that the Japanese like about the foreign mis- |
sionary? Briefly there can be no doubt, whatever, how i 
enthusiastic they are about the missionary who makes I 

real effort to share their life——who can eat their i

won
were rMISSIONARIES F

§

and
=a

food and enjoy their companionship and, vice versa, i 
who will share his life with them. But it is certainly |

=
G. I. s Inot necessary to ligo Japanese” to the extent of cloth

ing, kimonos, etc. Let
all things to all men, that by all

prayer be: ‘‘God, m^ke
I may i

our

MEETme means
★save some.

与 for Christian fellowship

MARKILO MARKERS
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I =A convenient numerical marking device made of transparent 
cellulose acetate which clips on the page. Mark your Bible 
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be done. But if I allow these “other things” to crowd 
out time with God, I soon suffer in many ways.

I’ve talked to many missionary wives about this 
subject and have come to some definite conclusion as 
to why some may be frustrated. Some

1.Too stiff language requirements imposed by

FOR WOMEN ONLY
reasons are:

by Dr. Janet Kiel
Boards.

2. Keeping “help”一so as to free the wife for the 
sake of the supporters at home, therefore not being 
free to do what she feels she should do in God’s sight.

3. Wrong attitudes (towards rapidly accumulat
ing children, daily monotonous chores).

4. Not realizing the eternal value of time.
A verse says,

This is the opinion and testimony of 
wife. What's your opinion? What do you feel should, be the 
chief responsibilities of a Missionary Wife? How do you feel 
about problems of “he"),’’ language study, altitude toward 
children, family chores and “active” missionary endeavor? 
Please write your opinions
periences. We'd like to have your ideas for

Missionary House-one

all may profit by yourso u>e ex-
later

issue. Lei’s hear from you. Send all typed, double-spaced 
manuscripts to:

in

“I have only just a minute,
Only 60 seconds in it,
Forced upon me; can’t refuse it;
Didn’t seek it; didn’t choose it.
I must suffer if I lose it.
Give account if I abuse it.
Just a tiny little minute...............
BUT ETERNITY IS IN IT”.

The conclusion then, I feel, is that the missionary wife 
is not left to herself to plan her day’s schedule or be 
a slave to a routine, controlled by details, but the 
Lord Jesus Christ Himself, in the person of the Holy 
Spirit, is living in our bodies. If we let Him, ITe will 
regulate 
watch.

Miss Janet R. Kiel 
93 Uyama, Sunioto City 
Axvaji Island, Hyogo Ken

RUT-LESS LIVING
By A Missionary Housewife

Someone asked me a few weeks ago how I kept from 
“going to pot” as a housewife on the mission field. 
This was my answer:

jl have four children and by the time the oldest 
will be five years old, there’ll be five. We planned for 
every one (except the extra twin). I have a daily 
schedule which I follow but, if unexpected interrup
tions come which make it impossible to keep that 
schedule, I don’t let it bother me. I don’t do any more 
housework than is absolutely necessary. I don’t do 
anything for the children that I feel they can do 
for themselves, however crude it may be. And I 
don’t have a maid. The biggest advantage of not 
having so-called “help” is that my children 
in control——and not of

lives with the precision of Swissour a
★

SINGLE BUSS’，MISSIONARIES
great deal is said about missionaries, their various 
problems and responsibilities. To be sure, all do 

not face the same difficulties or share the same privil
eges ;however, in various fields of endeavor and cir-

A

fully cumstances, all have a job to do for God.
Some women in Japan are married and have the 

reputation of being tremendous responsibility of rearing a family and
carrying on the many household duties along with 

directly Satan’s target, yet I think some have allowed their misisonary work. Our “Hats are off” to them, 
secondary things (in my opinion—language study and for theirs is a vital job.
Bible classes) to take the place of guiding 
children.

are
me.

Missionary children have 
wild and unruly. Although I feel that they are

a
more

There is another group of women in Japan, how-our own
in an entirely different situation,—the ''single 

According： to statistics over
ever,
women missionaries.hour a day in language study.

maid. This being 500 of these “single bliss ladies” are scattered through- 
home business in out the island and engaged in various types of mis-

I aim to spend 
I don’t have an interpreter

an
or a

the case, I’m forced to carry 
the language, do the shopping：, and pay “social visits” 

my Japanese women neighbors with the ultimate

on
si on ary endeavor.

We’ve heard all kinds of comments on their work, 
their limitations, the sincerity of their call and the 
types of ministries they should do, etc; therefore wo 
felt it worthwhile to contact a representative group 
of them and ask a few pointed questions which may

on
motive of winning them to the Lord.

I find it possible to have 
twice a week—either during the children’s nap time

Bible class once ora

in the afternoon or in the evening after they’re in bed.
The matter of “private devotions” is something dif- be enlightening, 
fei.ent. It’s imperative to invest time daily to
spiritual strength. The best time for me is around tinue as reports come in. We hope it will result in
2 P.M. At 1:30 I have ‘‘Sunday School” for the child- great deal more prayer for these who have dared to

face alone the responsibilities of the field.
Our first visit and interview is with one of years 

of experience and whose work has proven throughout 
the years the testimony she gives, Miss Mabel Francis

The interviews begin in this issue, but may con-renew
a

ren and soon after that they settle clown for their 
Also, the bulk of the work is out of the waynaps.

and I can begin to relax.
However, I admit that it’s a real fight——and takes 

much will power—to spend this time in devotions 
when there are so many “othei. things” that need to

——Matsuyama, Japan.
“I canie to Japan in 1909, 47 years ago，” Miss
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Francis said. “I，m working with the Christian & Mis- in any area or endeavor God leads her. If God leads
a station, she should by all

-and we’re expected to do all kinds of evangelistic work. to do so. However I do believe that it is best for
sionary Alliance Mission. Our work is soul winning, her to be freerun means

a
My present work is traveling to villages preaching younger single missionary to be accompanied by 

and holding special meetingrs with the churches. Also older woman if that’s possible.”
visitors into my home for counsel and 

spiritual help. I’m free to follow the leading of God 
in any kind of work in which He may lead. Because 
the natural gifts and abilities of individuals differ, 
the work of each missionary will vary in its type.

an

I receive
® Visit Number Three,—KOBE, JAPAN, Miss 

Mary Dillard:
“I’m working with the Oriental Boat Mission. 

We’re expected to do general evangelistic work. My 
work is usually teaching. Biole classes and directing 
a Sunday School (which we try to keep in the hands 
of the Japanese). Also do child evangelism work 
and tract distribution. I feel that God has called me 
to a broader ministry than I’ve yet been able to reach. 
I do NOT consider myself a “preacher” 
preaching to be my calling.

I’m called to “TEACH” and to help behind the 
IF this is limiting a woman’s labors, then 

perhaps I do feel that they should be limited——unless 
the LORD directs otherwise. If there is NO MAN 
available then the single woman missionary must 
“man” the station. Someone said, “IF men will not 
BE MEN, and DO THE WORK THAT GOD CALLED 
THEM TO DO, then the WOMEN will HAVE to.” ★

I see no objection to the lady missionary having 
full charge of a station if she is qualified for such a 
task. Our aim is to get souls saved and believers 
built up. Let’s keep that in mind, and under God do 

best to get the job done.”our do I feelor

• Our second visit is to Beppu, Oita ken, Kyushu 
to interview—Miss Ada Coryell. “I came to Japan 

November 21,1952，under the American Soul Clinic 
Mision.

scenes.
on

My co-worker and I are the ‘Directors’ of the 
Deaf-Soul Clinic in the Orient, and my tasks and duties 
are many and varied.

I most surely feel that God has called me to do 
the things I，m doing and has equipped me to do them 
for His glory. If God had wanted a man to do this 
work, He could have called a man to do it, but since 
He has not done so, and since He HAS put the burden 

my heart, it’s now my joy, privilege and duty to do 
these various ministries for Him. I feel that a single 

should be allowed to use ALL of her talents

THESE ARE SOME OF THE RESPONSES THUS FAR. 
THIRTY—FIVE LADIES WERE CONTACTED FROM 
VARIOUS MISSION BOARDS AND VARIOUS TYPES OF 
MISSIONARY WORK. REPORTS FROM THESE WILL 
APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE. PLEASE SEND REMARKS 
AND REPORTS TO: Miss Janel R. Kiel.

on

woman

The book of the hour ♦ ♦參

THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS
by Billy Graham

Translated under the direction of Akira Hatori 

Jesus’ teaching on Happiness 

expressed in the Beatitudesas

224 pages ¥ 160

Order from

W[P[L------ J
TVoftcC "Ptedd

1，2-chome, Kitazawa Cho, Sctagaya Ku, Tokyo 
Tel: 42-3898, 32-1513 Furikne: Tokyo 79904
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a认 tfacc <z TITHER?
by rsuneyoshi Tadenuma

in my case, 
much blessed through their 

giving. Their lives were changed from that of receiv
ing to giving. This is the spirit of Christianty.

I challenge you with full confidence to receive the 
did，however, pose questions to several pastors, but immeasurable amount of heavenly blessings by be-
all they could tell me was either “It was the system coming a tither. Then you will also be revived. And
of the Old Testament time and therefore not appli- we shall 
cable to this day,
tenth of one’s income under the present tax system, 
give one-twentieth instead.

Three years ago I started my

income didn’t increase automatically 
but their hearts

as
were

THE matter of tithing to the Lord was a big problem 
for me for a long time. In churches that I attended, 
pastors made attempt to teach on this matter. Ino

be able to send missionaries to foreigneven
“Since it’s so hard to give fields from our own small Japanese churches. It is a 

solemn fact that
or one-

shall be measured by the samewe
measure that we give. 
(Luke 6:38)career anew as a

businessman. At that time I said to myself that if P.S. If you’ve experienced this blessing and want to 
the truths of the Bible not practicable in the 
business world but only applied to the life which was 
apart from daily reality, I’d rather not be a Christian. 
In such a feeling of desperation, I made up my mind 
to begin tithing and based my hopes 
of Malachi 3:10 and thereby proved those words. Just 
at this time, an unknown American friend in the Lord 
sent me a small tither’s notebook called ‘An Account 
between God and Me.’ It helped 
start tithing.

share it with other Christians, please send your tithing 
testimonies to:

were

Japan Evangelical Overseas Mission 
Mr. T. Tadenuma, secretary 
992-4 Chome, Shimotakaido 
Suginami Ku, Tokyo, Japan ★

the promiseon

x x x x x
a great deal tome

ABOUT THE TIME ONE LEARNS TO MAKE 
THE MOST OF LIFE, MOST OF IT IS GONE.Income Increases

The income I received for the first half of the 
month of April was ¥14,000，and so gave ¥1,400 as V
my first tithe. It increased in the latter half of the »
month to ¥1,650. That month as I received a pay in- 丨
crease,丄 felt that the words in Maiachi were probably ►
true. The amount of my tithe in May was ¥5,250 /
which showed a considerable increase compared with /
the ¥3,050 in April. This was a great encouragement /
and I almost believed the words in Malachi and thus /

H本海外宣教会
Japan Evangelical Overseas Mission

Sending Japanese Missionaries Into All Asia
entered into the month of June. The tithe amount in 
June was ¥5,800 and in July it grew to ¥7,300. With 
great joy and praise I gave the amount to the Lord, 
praying: 'Oh Lord, please forgive my unbelief. You 
have proven your faithfulness enough. I don’t doubt 
your Word any more!

The Lord has also blessed this small gift. Mrs.
X，a minister’s wife whom we respect very much, wrote i 丨

from Shikoku, telling how they praised the Lord (
when they received some of my tithe. Mrs. X had two < 
guests from Tokyo when her husband was out 
field trip. She found, to her great embarrasment, that 
all their money was gone. Just when she was wonder
ing how to entertain guests she heard a postman call- 
at the door “Registered mail.” The money needed 
in the letter! They wrote telling how the shower of 
blessings fell from on high. My heart was blessed 

than anybody else when I received this 
Indeed giving is nothing but receiving.

Challenge to Tithe 
I，ve since then recommended to 11，1ends that they \ 

start tithing and share the personal blessings such :丨 
I’ve received. All of those who followed my advice 

and tithed give testimonies of thanks. To some, the

us

on a FOR • • • •
• Further information,

，Tither's Handbooks,10 Y each

• Missionary Rally Dates, Speakers
was

news. .write : Mr. Tsuneyoshi Tadenuma, Exec. Sec.more

JAPAN EVANGELICAL OVERSEAS MISSION
4-992, Shimotakaido, Suginami Ku, Tokyo 

Cable Address: KAIGAISENKYO TOKYO Tel s 39.7079as
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Are you?

Are your Christians........

getting the Japanese Monthly

SWORD of the LORD?
SUBSCRIBE FOR ONE YEAR ONLY lOO V

WRITE TODAY..

PLEASE SEND ME 一 FREE COPIES OF THE FIRST
EDITION OF THE JAPANESE SWORD OF THE LORD. ALSO

____ YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS (lOO ¥)

ADDRESS:

MAIL TO: SWORD OF THE LORD 
(DEPT. N.し L.)

c/o1.

USED ■ STAMPS - USED - STAMPS

EACH USED STAMP IS WORTH MORE THAN 1 YEN.

WHY THROW MONEY AWAY?
U’c transform used postage stamps into Gospel iracis.180,000 
tracts were printed from the money made convcring all kinds 
of used samps (Japanese
near your desk, put old stamps in and when it's full, send 

KENNY JOSEPH 
992, 4-Chomc, Shimotakaido 

Suginami Ku, Tokyo

foreign). So hang envelopeor an
to:

1111川1111111llllll川111111111川111111丨川丨川丨丨丨1丨川丨川丨川1111111llllllll
WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS

and old addresses directly toPlease report both 
JAPAN HARVEST. Copies that

new
address to your old 

address will not be delivered by the Post Office unless
Avoid this

we

you pay them extra postage, 
expense by notifying

unnecessary
in advance.us

JAPAN HARVEST
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT. (S. N.)

992, 4-CHOME, SHIMOTAKAIDO, SUGINAMI-KU. TOKYO

11111111111111111111111川111111111111111111川丨丨丨川丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨川lllllll
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bu Dr. Ole Hallesby
丁he Japanese edition ready about

February 15 

¥ 200

ADVANCE ORDERS ACCEPTED NOW

OTHER HALLESBY CLASSICS IN JAPANESE

for Today

¥ 325

Prayer

¥ 200

Why

¥ 200

WRITE FOR CATALOG OF OTHER CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

Published by

LUTHERAN LITERATURE SOCIETY
16,1 Chome, Fujimi Cho, Chiyoda Ku, Tokyo 

Furikai No. Tokyo180336 
Tel: 33-5266-7
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101 Higashi Aonuinia-Mr. & Mrs. Norman Lund (SSN) 
niaclii, Kofu-shi, Yamanaslii-kcn.
Ann Fricscn (OMF) 
isugaru-gun, Aomori-ken.
Florence Karlson & Thelma Clark (TEAM) to 21(3 Kitajima Kita- 
jima-cho Toyohashi-slii, Aiehi-ken.
Miss Susie M. Thomas, c/o Mrs. S. Hirai,15, 2-chomc, Miya- 
yama-cho Nada-ku, Kobe.
Mr. & Mrs. Shelton Allen (FEGC) 29 Shimo-cho, Nfitsuzawa, 
Kanagawa-ku,. Yokohama-slii.
Mr. S: Mrs. Warren Adams (TEAM)
Toyama-shi, Toyaina-kcn.
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Walters (TEAM) to1, 2-chomc, Kitazawa,

to

MISSIONARY MOVEMENT Kita-52-2, Fukunoda, Iiayanagi-machi,to

Send, in all personals directly 
Mabel Lindsey 

JAPAN HARVEST

lo:

277 Nishi Denjigata,to• INIISSIONARY DEPARTURES:
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Halstrom (EFCA); Clco Lee (JSC); Mildred 
Pixicr (CEF); Mr. Mrs. Lon Fulton (WEC); Eddie 
(AC); Mablc Frcdlund (OMF); Mr. & Mrs. Arne Linden (SAM).

Karnes
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo. •
Maj Davisson (SAMJ) lo c/o Mr. Hisayama Ryosukc, 18-2 chome, 
Kitamachi, Shinohara, Nada-ku, Kobc-slii.
Mr. 5c Mrs. John Reid (TEAM) 
ku, Tokyo.
Wanda Laulzcnhciser (FEGC) to 892-1 Mi nano Machi, Chichibu- 
gun, Snitama-ken.
Dorothy Bond S； Rowena Kubo (FEGC) to 1938 Kami-cho, 
Oyama-shi, Toclugi-kcn.
Mildred Aforchousc (FEGC) to 3803 Ma(suba-cho, Higashi- 
Matsuyanm-shi, Saitama-ken.
Mr. S: Mrs. Roland Fricscn (FEGC) to I of 1031 Yorii Nfachi, 
Ozato-gun, Saitama-ken.
Mr. & Mrs. ClifTord E. Leonard to Kolo Gakko Dori,18 Bit, 
Kawai-machi, Wajima-shi, Ishikawa-ken.
Mr. & Mrs. John Quimby from Ncrima Ku to 2fil, 3-chomc, 
Itabnshi-ninchi, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo (Ph. 96-2*101)
Judy Raby to 331 Eifuku-cho, Suginami-ku, Tokyo.
Bob Kluttz to Yubinkyokii-iloinc \\rakkanai-.shi, Hokkaido.
Mr. &： Mrs. D. Engholin (FEGC)
Kofu-shi, Yamanashi-ken.

1G03 Omiya-cho, Suginaini-too RETURNED FROM FURLOUGH:
Sarah Afakkonen (SSM); Esther Patkau (GEMM): Mr. & Mrs. 
Ben Zerbe, Laura Dales (TEAM)： Mr. &： Mrs. Robert Spaulding
(JEM).

• NEW ARRIVALS:
Mr. & Mrs. D.A. Cook, G.E. Morris, S.E. Tranisitt (OMF); Velma 
Schmidt,' Aki'ra Uchida (JEM). Mr. &： Mrs. Kenneth Reddington 
(FEGC). Maiy Axclsson (SAMJ).

• BIRTHS:
James Alan (Nov.15) to Mr. & Mrs. Eincr Ford (EFC); Grace 
Roslyn (Sept. 29) to Mr. &： Mrs. Douglas Abrahams; Andrew 
Corden (Sept. 30) to Mr. &： Mrs. W.G. Scarlc; Barbara Anne 
(Oct. 2*1) to Mr. & Mrs. Don Morris (OMF); Roger Stephen 
(Oct. 29) to Mr. &： Mrs. James Olson (LBM); Stephen L.
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Blikstad (LBM)
(Dee.17) to Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Seeley (TEAM).

78 Moto-Yanagi-machilo
to

furlough; Eileen Faithon

• CORRECTIONS:
Mr. & Mrs. K.S. Rouiulhiirs (WEC) address is not G5l)iit 95 
Kiia.showa-cho, Nishinomiya-shi, Myogo-ken.• ENGAGEMENTS:

Miss Kimiko Knneshiro 
Japanese Mission,

(FEGC) 
in Okinawa).

Mr. Roy Oshiro (Canadianto
now

VISUAL AIDS ARE VITAL
• WEDDINGS:

Wenona Strandile to Norman Lund (SSN) April10 
Joyce Wilson to J.J. Campbell (OMF) October 12

FOR REACHING AND TEACHING THE MASSES 
AS WELL AS THE SMALLEST CLASSES

Film strips to meet your need一now available:
LIFE'S RAILWAY.................................................
FISHERS OF MEN............................................
THE TWIN'S BIRTHDAY............................
LAW................. ................ ........................................
I AM A PRISONER ........................................
FINDING THE WAY TO HEAVEN ....
THE CONFLICT OF TIIE AGES ...........
TEACH ME TO PRAY ................................
THE LIVING GOD ........................................
MIRROR OF THE HEART .......................

I FLANNELCRAPH SERIES ............................

• DEA I HS:
Andrew Gorden Scarlc, Sept. 30. Y2U0

290
290
290• ADDRESS CHANGES:

Mr. Jl； Mrs. Harry Prius (EFCA) to 5 Tojiin, Nishi-machi, Kita- 
ku, Kyoto-shi.
Miss Esther Patkau (GCMM) to 4*18-3, Ilosono Oka, Nohara 
Kobayashi-slii, Kyushu.
Afr. Hans Boiiwinan & Mr. Johannes Rusckow (Ind.) from Karui- 
zawa to M12-1 Higashi Magomc-clio, Ota-ku, Tokyo.
Mr. Mrs. Edward O. Skudlcr (JFM) from Mi to to 850-1, 
Okubo-cho, Hiiachi-shi Ibaragi-kcn.
Mi..& Mrs. Mark G. Maxey (KCM) lo 11-1, Kumochi-cho, Fukiai- 
ku, Kobc-slii.
Rev. Louis Townsend (NTM) 
shi, Saitama-Ken.
Mr. David 
Hokkaido.
Mr. Mrs.しし 
Miss Mary Weller (OMF) 
mori-kQn,

350
.... 350
.… 350
.... 350
___  350
.... 350 
.... 500 
.... 500 
.... 380

(Script in English and Japanese)

JOHN VOL. I ...............................................
THE TRUE LIGHT (Christmas).........

(o 40G Asahi-machi, Tokorozawa-
Order from :

Aza Akabira, Akabira-shiHigh wood (OMF) to E. Sevland
Campbell (OMF) to Yayoi, Hokkaido.

21 Yama Michi-cho, llirosaki, Ao-
1190 Koruizawo Mochi, Nagano Ken.

lo
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* 1B O O K S KOBE LUTHERAN BIBLE INSTITUTE. ♦
You Can Trust

I • The Kobe Lutheran Bible Insliiutc is a Bible school for I♦
iChrislinn believers. The purpose is to equip men and women I 
with a fundamental and practical knowledge of the Bible, in 1

jorder that they may have a solid foundation for ihcir Christian 垂
, - ♦ 
| faith and life, and become cfTcctivc Christian laymen in the |
Church.

• The teaching is based 
Word of God, and 
Lutheran Church.

• The school year starts in April and is divided into 3 terms,

^which makes it possible 
16 months.

I • A second year course is provided for evangelists who have 
}been in active Chrisiian work at least

to be

GOOD!
Latest off the press is the standnrd

POPULAR LECTURES ON THE BOOKS 

of the NEW TESTAMANT Iby Dr. Augustus H. Strong the infalliDlctlie Scripture 
ihe confession of the Evangelical

on as

COMING SOON on

Divine Lord nnd Saviour 
Can we Trust Bible History ?

Both titles by Dr. Albertus Pieters 
catnlogue

Japan Mission, Presbyterian Church, U. S.
J. A. MeAlpine, 6 Kokonoe Cho,1 Chome, Gifu

♦
8

r令(o take shorter courses of 3 months or 0
Write for our i

one year.

X x xor
e For further information write to Kobe Lutheran Bible

KWASSUISHA SHOTEN 8 Nakajimadori, 2-chomc, Fukiai-ku, Kobe. (Tel.Institute.
02/1 Kumochibashi, Fukiai Ku, Kobe ^Fukiai (2) 3601)

THE CORINTHIAN LETTERS
____________________________________________ 、

—MORGAN
Corinthians, writtenThe opportunity of publishing in Japanese a commentary 

by the noted Christian author, Dr. Campbell Morgan, makes us very happy 

indeed. We trust that this edition, like the original, will not only provide a 

amount of clear interpretation of practical Bible teaching for the pastor, 

but, by the kind, personal applications, bring encouragement and blessing 

church members. The running index 

in English editions.

on

vast Japanese edition—-

¥ 420.to

each page is a feature not foundonmany English edition—— 
¥ 635.

[]»!■ IMPORIANI COMM服ARY I0DAY ROM
SEISHO TOSH〇 KANKOKAI

Box 66, Sendai Shi
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NATIONALISM: BLESSING BLIGHT?or
(Corn’d from p. 28)

know this represents a new step in 
deep conviction

As far as
the missionary enterprise. It is 
that it is a right step—the only one under the circum
stances. We do not know all that it will involve for

we
our

Several requests 
featuring reports, schedules and recommendations of proven, 
Irustworthy evangelists, foreign and national. Though this 
is a feeble start, 
wortlnu/iile by sending in reliable, conservative reports of 
evangelistic caml>aigns, evangelists, etc. Reports must be in the 
JAPAN HARVEST office by March 1 and will a沖ear April 
1.—Ed.

to JAPAN HARVEST for columncame

our Mission and for our missionaries. It may require 
sacrifice of some sort, but already have begun to 
experience a greater measure of joy and satisfaction 
in thus drawing closer to our Latin American breth-

wetrust you will help make this featurexuc us

ren.

7) Dr. J.M.T. Winther, Lutheran missionary in 
Japan: “Fii.st of all, let’s realize that nationalism is 
not necessarily evil. It may be something legitimate, 
proper, and warranted, a blessing, a privilege and 
duty. Love of country is only an enlargement of love 
for home and family. Its lack may be as much of a 
sin and evil as its excess. A people without, a nation
alistic spirit will generally be 
humanity, seldom excelling in anything good. He 
who does not value respect and love home and country 
will hardly be induced to respect his Creater or trust 
and love his Redeemer. Nationalism may therefore to 

certain extent be desirable and cordially welcomed. 
It is the excess that is to be feared, deplored and 

warned against, exactly as excess in food, drink, rest, 
sex, ambition, possessiveness, etc., 
leading to gross vices and evils. Nationalism, when' 
excessive, may be as destructive as 
just and proper, may serve as a strong bulwark against 
communism and anarchism.

Criticism may not be our first duty, but warning 
against hidden dangers certainly is. Speak the truth, 
but speak it in love (Eph. 4:15).

Do not merely try to show love for Japan. Permit 
God to create genuine and warm love in your heart;

THE EVANGELISTS CRY !
aBy Evangelist T. Ushio

THERE
gelists as today. In Japan, they 

necessary. Many want to set up churches and want 
to be pastors or professors, but few want to be 
gelists because it’s very hard for evangelists to 
their living. There are hundreds of towns and villages 
which have never heard the Gospel. The Gospel hasn’t 
gotten to the difficult places where there is bad 
munication and unhealthy climate.

Churches, Christians, and pastors are busy taking

never was such a desperate need for evan-
absolutelyare

spineless parody ofaevan-
earn

com- a

of themselves without shouldering the responsi
bility of pioneer evangelism. “Come
care direct sins,areand help
us!” lost souls are crying： here now, yet in Japan few 
Christians and workers

over
whencommunism:listening to these voices, 

evangelism, they retreat into 
very deplorable fact today. 

In Japan, many theological schools teach how to

are
Making light of 
self-satisfaction. This is

mass
a

manage the church etc., but I advocate that evangelism 
must be the center and life of the church. For this 
reason, I’ve lost many opportunities to contact young 
people in those schools and churches. This is 
unbearable

an that will be felt without trying to show it (Jer 29:7). 
And do not hesitate to show that you still love the 
country of your birth and that you thank God for it.

There is an internationalism that may be as false, 
hollow and harmful as chauvinistic nationalism. There

not accidental 
born. To trim

for me.
Please pray that, at this very moment, Japanese 

churches, pastors and Christians will awaken to realize 
the importance of pioneer evangelistic work and that 
they will shoulder their responsibility of evangelism. ★

sorrow

borders, created by God, and it 
whicii side of the border you 

the sails according to the breezes, is generally thought 
of as something* blameworthy and shameful, as it may 
imply falsity. But woe to the sailor who does not 
know how to do it, or who neglects to do it in time!

wasare
CAMPAIGN REPORTS 

BY TENT TEAM CAPTAINS
wereon

Choshi, Chiba:
“Through much prayer, hard work and the working 

of the Holy Spirit,
ious in spite of the fact that our tent was surrounded 
by a hotel,a restaurant, a bank, a factory and a ware
house. We advertised with tracts and street meetings 
and people came from miles away. Thirty to forty world, and sacrifice for it, then love, trust and serve 
gathered each evening and sixteen made decisions for

——Evangelist Kobayashi

Choshi meetings were victor-our
Meet the nationalistic spirit in such a way that it 

If you value, respect, love andserves your purpose, 
serve your own country above every other part of the

the God who gave it, so that you, united to Him, may 
be used by Him to protect it.” And then by preach
ing repentance and forgiveness of sins show how it

Christ.”
Kitazawa, Tokyo:

“Oui. tent was put up in Kitazawa during a driving 
rain as Typhoon No.15 approached. We worked hard, 
but the typoon daily grew worse, until from headquart
ers came the telegram: 
prayed and the Lord answered in stopping the wind 
and rain. Though the attendance was not large, 
continued, and left praying that God would greatly 
bless the new souls saved.

be done.can

8. Rev. Eric Gosden (J.E.B.) gives this final advice:

Let our lives be lived in Japan 
possible like the Japanese, not living in 
Britain^ or a “little America.” (Why quote money in 
dollars? there are other widely used currencies. Yen 
understood by all.)

Take down the tent!” We as far as 
a “littlo

a.
we

——Evangelist Nakamura ★
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b. Let us give praise where it is due of things 
Japanese, and lavishly—not the “Yes, but back home 

have this, or we do it this way!”
Build your work around the Japanese, and let 

any support be indirect, impersonal and advisedly 
only the “scaffolding” used for a time.

d. I listened to six addresses recently by- 
veteran Japanese which 
spiritual exposition. Such a talk as he gave on “Justi
fication” I have never heard. It was a heart-warming 
experience to sit at his feet.

Don’t push your plans: state them and then 
leave the Spirit of God to work them out, as He alone 
can. ★.

FOR MORE EFFECTIVE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERSwe
c.

Plan for your teachers tonow
a

attend thein the highest order ofwere

SIXTH GREATER TOKYO SUNDAY SCHOOL RALLY
e.

at Tokyo Chapel Center
x x

THREE TYPES OF WHITE MEN Thursday, March 21,1957
A leading Nigerian (Africa) Politician wrote.... 

“There is the most unwanted type, the. pure poison, 
the type of those who come to exploit Nigerians, to 
make Nigerians mere means to serve their selfish ends. 
There is a second type whom some friends call 'neces
sary evils,’ the type we must allow to exploit us partly 
for our ends, and partly for their 
is the third type, the type of those who identify them
selves completely with Nigerians, to whom the end 
of Nigeria is their 
to serve the people at whatever sacrince to them
selves___

10 : 00 5:00a. m. p. m.

All Sessions In Japanese

Foaturingends. Thereown

* Inspirational message

end, whose sole purpose isown
* Model Teaching Demonstrations

* Displays of literature and teaching aids

“These last are not always foreign missionaries, 
who, paradoxically, have in their ranks some of that 
most infernal lot referred to as pure poison.” ★

J. S. S. U. materials* Introduction of

AMAZING OFFER!
NEVER BEFORE IN JAPAN AT SUCH A BARGAIN PRICE

1 THE THOMPSON CHAIN - R E FERENCE BIBLE !
(LIBRARY EDITION)

USUALLY ¥ 3,725........NOW ¥ 2,700 postpaid IF

Purchased FOR or BY a Japanese Christian Worker or Student.
(Offer good until January 31,1957. All orders must be accompanied with one-half of funds due. 
to be made upon notification of arrival, about March 15th.) (Send orders to Tachikawa Address.)

Final payment

ALSO
LEFAX NOTEBOOKS LEFAX NOTEBOOKSLEFAX NOTEBOOKS

The LEFAX JOTTER Y 1，200
(FLEXIBLE FAXIDE)

LEFAX SUPERIOR Y 2,500
(BLACK. FIRST GRADE COWHIDE)

----- COMPLETE WITH VARIOUS FORMS-—
SKND FOR KltEE CATALOG AND 1»RICK LIST.

ll (Member of the Christian Booksellers Association of the U. S. A.)

ALLIANCE BIBLE BOOK STORE YOKOHAMA AGENCY。がOPEN WEEKDAYS 3-9 P.M.
140, 1-chome, Akebono-cho, Tachikawa-shi, Tokyo-to 

(Tel. Tachikawa 4224)
c/o REV. O. R- DEGELMAN 

350, 2-chome, Honmoku-cho, Naka ku, 
Yokohama 2-7986)

O私

(Tel.
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should be produced 
should not continue to be made in

the statcmcnls he produce witness to (lie fact of 
having received verbal orders from military 
ofTicers of the government demanding it.

Personally I feel Mr. Yoneda's stalcincnt 
‘….all the churches in Japan.…，was too 
inclusive, and this he admits, but neither

READERS REACTIONS or can

(Coin'd from p. 5)
prospective missionaries and would prove 
practical for research purposes, 
to have at least two copies of the July issue 
if possible.
would like copies also."

re
sponsible Christian journals."

Darlcy Downs, Exec. See.
Council of Cooperation,
Intcrboard Missionary Field Comm.

Wd like

A number of the students
Tokyo can it be iruthfully said or intimated that 

the union efTccicd by voluntary action 
on the part of all the denominations."

Roy P. Adams, Chairman 
Oriental Missionary Society

Lois A. Kramer 
The Bible Institute 
of Los Angeles

was
{After receiving this letter, Japan 
Harvest editors requested Mr. Roy 
Adams, Chairman of the Oriental 
Missionary Society which works 
with the Japan Holiness Church to Tokyo 
check these facts. Here is his

Los Angeles, California 
CHURCH UNION 
Sir:

In the article. “The Ilolincs Church
reply, ed:) (The testimony of many pastors 

corroborate Pastor Yoneda*s above 
statments. The Harvest hopes to 
run a fuller, more accurate discus
sion of the ecumenical problem in 
a later issue, ed.)

in Japan" by Y. Yoneda, in your Fall is
sue, he states on page 21,‘During the war 
all the churches in Japan were forced to 
unite in

Sir:
I've carefully read Mr. Downs' letter 

glad he has called our attention 
to the statement in Rev. Yoncdafs article

organization (Kyodan) byone
and amgovernment order/ This is a very com

monly heard statement. I was a secretary 
of the NCG during- the entire period when regarding a government order.

your request I’ve approached Mr. 
Yoneda regarding above statement and 
have given him Mr. Downs' letter. Mr.

THEORETICAL ADVICE WITHOUT 
EXPERIENCE
Sir:

Atthe tj nited Cliurcli was being form ed. I at
tended every meeting of the NCC Executive, 
though, of course, not the meetings of the 
representatives of the umtincr churches who 
drafted the constituiion. I ccrLainly never 
heard any report of 
Abe who was Chairman of the NCC and

....Mr. Corwin's article is indicativeYoneda replied. 'True, we received 
written order from the Department of 
Education demanding church union, bill

no
of the editorial character of JAPAN 
HARVEST for quite a while now; that is, 
theoretical advice on very grave matters in 
which the editors have had 
hand experience, 
have had some

“order.' Bishopan
(individual pastors and leaders) received 

also of the Church Union Prcpaiiuory repeated verbal orders from the military 
Committee has stated categorically that to that cfFcct. These verbal orders were 
during the entire process

we
actual llrst-no

I realize that you may 
valuable experience 

along certain lines, but the very lone of 
your editorial is lhai you 
about what you arc writing—'Might this 
110L be ihc best way?’ Experience, auih- 
oriiy and confidence arc what arc needed 
in Japan, not the journalistic theories of 

who know nothing except to sit in 
Tokyo and observe what others arc doing 

Japan. My heart is daily grieved 
when I think of the lack of confidence.

very“order" accompanied with threats of reprisals if 
did not comply.*

Mr. Downs states:

wasno
received, either from ihc Department of 
Education, the niiliiarv

we
arc not sureany ' other

government agency. If Mr. Yoneda 
produce a copy of any alleged “or(lci.,” it personally urged a single union church 
would be a great contribution for him to though T have no evidence of that.'

'There may have 
been individual government officers who

or
can

publish it. 
There

'That 'ras 
■When

the case/ says Mr. Yoneda. 
a military officer emphasizes his menrequirements from the 

Religious Section of the Department of word with threats of reprisal, and with 
Education that organizations for registra- his hand 
tion ns recognized religious bodies 
have at least 50 churches and 5,000 mem
bers. There may have l)ccn individual 
government officers who personally urged 
a single union church (hough I have 
evidence of that. The Protestant Christ
ians after arrests of Salvation Army of- with the United Church 
ficers and i Inca ten ed arrests of Anglican of free choice, but occasioned by pressure,
leaders 、\’erc plainly frightened. They coercion and threats of reprisal, direct and
would be stronger against the government indirect,l)y military officers.

Pastor Yoneda may not be able to pro- 
any authentic (luce a copy of a written order from the 

evidence of aciual govern mem orders llicy government demanding church union, but

were

all overhis weapon, it can he 
a government “order” 111011pjh it 

may not be handed in the conventional 
style from a department head/

Leaders in the Japan Holiness Church, 
and some of other denominations, verify 
Mr. Yoneda’s statement that their affiliaiion

Oil con
sideredmust

indecision and frusiration (psycho-somatics?)
of so many of Christ’s servants there-----

experience, the Spirit o[ Cod has 
been forgotten. Every situation must be 
theorized upon, analyzed, journalized, 
sympo韻 m-ized, panel-ized, 
ministry, place, will and wisdom of the 
blessed Holy Spirit in each problem and
situation arc never considered___ ’•

Dale P. Crowley

In
no

Theetc.was not a nmiicr

by being together.
If there -is, however, Kensington, Afarylaiul

(Reader's Reactions Solicited〉*

★★★★★ LATE NEWS BULLETIN During the question period, the speaker 
carefully fielded critical questions, many by old China Mission
aries who "knew better." 
ihc fact that “a churchman

visibly afraid as hewas
AUSTRALIAN CHURCHMAN PRAISES COMMUNISM 

Tokyo, Ep/A... . Al ihc fall meeting of the Fellowship of 
(FCM) (not lo be confused witli the two 

conservative missionary groups, E.M.A.J. and J.ll.C.C.) a seemingly 
"brainwashecr, Anglican minister praised Red China in these 
words, “There’s a peaceful

completely gone___ there's
tion—Prostitution is unknown, dope and gambling arc gone, Divorce 
is strongly discouraged, Beggars arc 
Cliurchcs arc allowed freedom within limitations.... no one 
sufTers because he is a Christian. If anyone is is prison, he is 
guilty of political offenses. All loyal Churches 
World Peace Movement and 2. Foster loyalty among the churches 
t<) the Conummisi Government,M

One missionary publicly deplored 
being used

moullipiccc for Communist 1’ropagaiida, regarded by Moscow 
the very Iiighcsi lype of publicity possible." He also asked why 

mention was made of the fact that over 19,000,000 people were 
murdered during the conimunist regime. The speaker said “We 

opportune time to ask that question." Over- 
this terse commcni l)y two un-brainwashed 

Heaven?” Since

approvingChrislian Missionaries as an
as

of security....the bandit clays 
remarkable moral transforma-

nosense
arc

never found 
henrd in the lobby was
missionaries: “Was he describing Red China 
15 Kyodan ministers arc dcfiniicly preparing to go 
•'brainwashing tour" of Reel China in March 
pressure is being lodged with the responsible men. Rev. J. Asa no 
nnd his "advisor,M Rev. Darlcy Downs. ★

an
is bartering.unknown, as

or
similaron a

April, strongmust: I. Promoic or
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“pool, radio” in any country. In addition, AVACO airs 
programs where free time is granted by commercial 
stations. Usually, these 
character but rather deal with related ^Christian sub
ject matter.”

In the field of television, attempts are being made 
by AVACO, and are also being planned by T.E.A.M.’s 
Audio Visual Education Department. Costly produc
tion is a major problem, blocking advance. Tremend- 

possibilities are opening in the field of TV and 
evangelicals should be getting in on the ground floor! 
Men of vision, faith, and sufficient training are needed 
to sieze the initiative in this powerful 
touching souls for Christ.

Needed also is the co-operation of. every Christian 
in this land, Japanese and foreign, to enlarge the radio 
ministry. What can you do?

•Enclose a broadcast schedule in every tract and 
letter.

•Emphasize the time of broadcasts in every public 
meeting.

•Encourage prayerful and financial support.
•Enroll your Christians in the Bible Study course 

offered on most broadcasts.
•Exercise faith with those responsible for these 
broadcasts until literally all of Japan’s 90 million 
may HEAR!

FIVE MODERN MARTYRS not evangelistic inare

by Hiroshi Hidaka,
Junior at Japan Christian College

All
They have turned every one to his own way. 
Where did man come from?
What does he live for?
Where is he going?
Where Christ is not known,
Man is groping in the dark everywhere.

like sheep have gone astray.men

ous

method ofnew

Five devout men of God
Responding to the great command of the Lord 
Much did they spend on their knees,
For months, studied and prepared,
For the contact with the savages,
With the burning spirit within,
That they might also know the redeeming love 
And the transforming power of Jesus.
Into the jung-le of eastern Ecuador,
To the stone age Auca Indians 
Whose language was little known,
They flew in to stay and live.
A friendly contact was made at first.
Oh, how happy they might have been!
No pen nor tongue can depict enough.

★

NO MAN WOULD LISTEN TO YOU TALK IF 
HE DIDN’T KNOW IT WAS HIS TURN NEXT.

But alas! how mysterious providence of the Almighty 
How it happened we do not know.
Expected call did not reach the base camp.
Five anxious days elapsed,
In tangle of debris in the river,
Their pierced bodies were found,
A broken spear still remaining in a body.

CHARLES E. TUTTLE COMPANY
BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS

15 Edogawa-cho, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo Rutland Vermont
U.S.A.Fortitude the widows showed in their bereavement, 

Acceptance of their Master’s will as well.
We ask not why God permitted it to happen.
Jesus’ command is ever standing- unchanging,
Go and make known the gospel to every man.
Who will succeed the work for the Aucas* salvation 
For which these apostles gave their lives?

Tel. (92)-71079

ORDERS ACCEPTED FOR ANY BOOK OR MAGAZINE

If we don’t have it in stock

WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU

x x X
Publications in (he Tutlle Language Scries:

Essential Japanese... . Y900, postage 'Y50
Japanese in a Hurry.... Y360, postngc Y30
Iitiglish-Jn[mnese Convcrsalion Dictionary.. Y150, postage Y30
Dictiotwarie Pratique Frauco-Jnl>nucse.. YI .000, postage YjO
AliC. Japajicsc-Eiiglis/i Dictionary___Yl,000, postage Y200
Kauji Cards.... ¥5,000, postage Y/50
Pictorial C/iincse-Jaffnnrsc Characters-----Y2,000, postage ¥90

.Y 1,500, postfifrc Y90

RADIO REVIEW—1956-7
(Cont'd from p. 5〉
church. In Aomori those distributing tracts 
street almost never find anyone who has not already 
heard the Gospel through the “Light of the World” 
broadcast in that area. Buddhist priests are studying 
Bible Correspondence Courses as a result of a radio 
contact.

theon

Japanese Renders 
Standard Kanji.... Y1,200. postage Y90

The National Christian Council of Japan through 
its Audio Visual Aids Commission produces all pro
grams regularly heard over NHK. It is disappointing 
to hear that these programs have sometimes had quite 

small audience, apparently due in 】ai.ge part to the 
of recorded church services, notable for being

publimlions—Mail orders solicited.\Vrilc for free catalog of

TAKASHIMAYA, Tokyo; KANDA, Jimbocho; JENA 
SEIKO, Ginza

Shops:

a
use
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A tree can weather almost any storm if its root 
is sound, but when the fig tree which our Lord cursed 
“dried up from the roots” it immediately “withered 

A church that is soundly rooted cannot be de-away.
stroyed, but nothing can save a church whose root is
dried up. No stimulation, no advertising campaigns,

beautiful edificeno gifts of money and 
back life to the rootless tree.

bring •no can

With a happy disregard for consistency of met
aphor the apostle Paul exhorts

“Rooted and grounded in love,” he says in 
what is obviously a confusion of figure; and again he 
urges his readers to be “rooted and built up In him,” 
which envisages the Christian both as a tree to be well 
rooted and as a temple to rise on a solid foundation.

The whole Bible and all the great saints of the 
past join to tell us the same thing. “Take nothing for 
granted,” they say to us; ‘‘go back to the grass roots. 
Open your hearts and search the Scriptures. Bear 
your cross, follow your Lord and pay 
passing religious vogue, 
wrong. In every generation the number of the right- 
ous is small. Be sure you are among them.”

“A man shall not be established by wickedness; 
but the root of the righteous shall not be moved.” ★ 

By Permission—Alliance Weekly)

THE ROOT OF THE RIGHTEOUS to look tous our
sources.

by A. W. Tozer

ONE marked difference between the faith of 
fathers as conceived by the fathers and the same 
faith as understood and lived by their children is that 
the fathers were concerned with the root of the matter, 
while their present-day descendants seem concerned 
only with the fruit.

This appears in our attitude toward certain great 
Christian souls whose names are honored among the 
churches, as, for instance, Augustine and Bernard in 
earlier times, or Luther and Wesley in times more re
cent. Today we write the biographies of such as these 
and celebrate their fruit, but the tendency is to ignore 
the root out of which the fruit sprang. “The root of 
the righteous yieldeth fruit,” said the wise man in the 
Proverbs. Our fathers looked well to the root of the

our

heed to theno
The alwaysmasses are

THE ACTIONS OF MEN ARE THE BEST 
INTERPRETATION OF THEIIl THOUGHTS.tree and were willing to wait with patience for the 

fruit to appear. We demand the fruit immediately 
even though the root may be weak and knobby or miss
ing altogether. Impatient Christians today explain 
away the simple beliefs of the saints of other days 
and smile off their serious-minded approach to God 
and sacred things. They were victims of their 
limited religious outlook, but great and sturdy souls

THREE JAPANS-
CHARLES A. WELLS, Editor and recent visitor to 
the Orient, believes that there are Three Japans一 

First, the Americanized Japan which surrounds

own

withal who managed to achieve a satisfying experience 
and do the transplanted Americans, and includes the Japanese 

who
lot of good in the world in spite of their 

handicaps. So we’ll imitate their fruit without accept
ing their theology 
greatly by adopting their all-or-nothing attitude toward 
religion.

a
businessesemployees of the U.S. military 

associated with the U.S. military and who seem to look 
upon all things through Pentagon binoculars.

Second, the International Japan, although detest
ing the U.S. security forces, offers earnest coopera
tion to all the world, including the U.S., for they know 
their impoverished crowded nation cannot 
with freedom and strength except through worldwide 
economic and political cooperation. They detest com
munism, are democratic in spirit. They are afraia to 
demand openly that the U.S. get out for fear of ruptur
ing cooperation with the West.

Third, the Historic Japan is made up of millions of 
able Japanese who, though they practice the usual 
courtesies, look with cynicism upon all the West, es
pecially the U.S. and look with equal cynicism upon

are or
inconveniencing ourselves tooor

So we say (or more likely think without saying), 
and every voice of wisdom, every datum of religious 
experience, every law of nature tells us how wrong 
we are. The bough that breaks off from the tree in

survive

storm may bloom briefly and give to the unthinking
healthy and

a
passer-by the impression that it is 
fruitful branch, but its tender blossoms will soon perish

a

and the bough itself wither and die. There is no last
ing life apart from the root.

Much that passes for Christianity today is the 
brief bright effort of the severed branch to bring forth 
its fruit in its season. But the deep laws of life are 
against it. Preoccupation with appearances and a cor
responding neglect of the out-of-sight root of the true 
spiritual life
Immediate “results” are all that matter, quick proofs 
of present success without a thought of next week or 
next year. Religious pragmatism is running wild 
among the orthodox. Truth is whatever works. It it 
gets results it is good. There is but one test for the 
religious leader: success. Everything is forgiven him 
except failure.

Russia.…
They believe Japan’s destiny is one in 

with Red China and India through sheer laws of 
political and economic gravitation. They especially 
resent that America forbids Japan to trade with 
China while fostering barriers against Japanese trade 
elsewhere.

Few Americans seem aware of this Japan, which 
by all odds is Uie most powerful and extensive force 
within the nation and will rise to power before long. ★

common
prophetic signs which go unheeded.are
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Individuals and members of missionary organizations who desire 
admitted upon favorable action by the 
determined in the by-laws.

to group 
Executive Commitlcc

join as a a l c
EMAJ CONSTITUTION as

V. Officers
The officers of the association shall be elected at the annual 

meetings by the members of ihe association. They shall include 
a prcsidcnl, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and three oilier 
menibcrs-at-largc who will form the Executive Committee. Their 
duties shall be such as arc defined in the by-laws or arc dclcgalcd 
lo them by the association. Not more than one officer shall be 
elected from the same society, and no onicer shall succeed himself 
in that office.

Preamble
WHEREAS, it is the express purpose of our Heavenly Fatlicr, 
to call out of the world a saved people 'vlio shall constitute the 
body
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ 
Himself being the chief corner stone; and
WHEREAS, the members of ihe body, the church of Jesus Christ, 

enjoined to assemble themselves together for worship,

church of Lord Jesus Christ, built and establishedor our

arc so
VI. Coininittccs

The Executive Com mi lice shall appoint the members of all 
commilices (hat may be provided for in ihe by-laws or crcaicd by 
the association
vacancies as may occur. Not more than 
shall be apointed lo the same committee.

fellowship, council, and instruction in the word of God and the 
work of the ministry; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED: That co-operative mis-'ve constilute ourselves a

ihe Executive Committee and shall fill suchsionary association of evangelicals in Japan. or
member of a societyone

I. Name
The name of the Association shall be "The Evangelical Mis

sionary Association of Japan.” VII. Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary 

and define his duties and powers, subject lo ihe constitution and 
by-laws. He shall be a member ex officio of all committees, and 
shall represent the association and ihe Legal 
in its contact with ihe government.

The Executive Commiilee may appoint anPurpose
This association shall be established

II.
non-profit, religious, 

educational, and charitable fcllo'vsliip. It shall seek to advance 
the Christian faith by providing menus of unified action and 
co-operation under the guidance of (he Holy Scriptures in any 
of the following activities:

A. Promotion of Christian fellowship 
Promotion of field comity 

C. Provision of field information
Representation before government authorities when 

necessary
E. Any oilier activity which may be adopted by this 

association not in conflict with the laws governing 
voluntary religious and educational corporations.

as a

Affairs Committee

VIII. Seal
The association shall have seal of such design as the Executive 

Committee may adopt.
B.

D. IX. Fiscal Year
Tiic fiscal year of the association shall begin 

of August of each year.
the first dayon

X. Amendments
These articles, with the exception of Article III (Stalcmcnt of 

Faith), may be amended by a thrcc-fourihs majority vole at any 
annual or special meeting, provided notice is given of any pro
posed changes to members 30 days in advance. Article III may 
not be amended.

III. Statement of Faith
A. We believe the Bible, as originally given, 

inspired, only infallible, authoritative Word of God. II Tim. 
3:16; II Peter 1:21.

B. We believe there is

be the verballyto

God, eternally existent in three 
persons, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Dent. G:4; Is. 43:10,11: 
I Tim. 2:5; I Cor. 8:4; Matt. 28:19.

one

I. Meetings
An annual conference shall be held in Karuiza'va during July 
August. The annual business meeting of lliis association shall 

be held sometime during the annual conference. Notice of such 
meeting shall be sent lo each member at least one nionlh in 
advance. The date and place of fellowship meetings shall be 
fixed by the Executive Committee. Special business meetings 
may be called al any time by the President 
Executive Committee, notice of which shall be sent ten days in 
advance to each member.

C. We believe in the deity of 
virgin birth, in His sinless life, in His miracles, in His vicari-

and atoning dcaili through His shed blood, in His bodily 
resurrection, in His ascension to the right hand of ihe Father, 
and in His personal rciurn in power and .glory. Jn.1:1; Jii.1: 
18; Hcb. 1:8; Til. 2:13;1 Jn. 5:20; I Cor. 15:3,4.

D. We believe that all men arc sinners, and that for the salvation 
of lost,, and sinful
absoluicly essential. Koin. 3:23; Jn. 3:7; Luke 21:46,47; Jn. 
1:12,13; I Pet. 1:18,19,23; Rom. 10:9,10.
We believe in the present ministry of the Holy Spirit, by 
whose indwelling the Christian is enabled to live a godly 
life. Tit 3:5; Gal. 5:22.23; I Thess. 5:23*24.

F. We believe in the rcsurrcciion of both ihe saved and the 
saved unto the rcsurrcciion of life and 

lost unlo the resurrection of damnation. Jn.

Lord Jesus Christ, in Iiisour
or

ous

advice of theon
regeneration by the Holy Spirit isman.

II. Conitnittccs
The standing commiltccs of the association shall be appointed 

by ihe Executive Commiilee and shall be ihe following: Legal 
Affairs Committee, Commiilee on Devotions and Summer Con
ference, and Com mil lee on Comity and Field Information, Annual 
Directory Commitlcc, and Editorial Commiilee. Each committee 
shall meet upon call of its chairman, and shall submit any 
sary recommendations to the Executive Committee. Each 
mittcc shall adopt its 
A. Legal AJfTairs Committee

This commiltcc shall prepare the drafts of amendments to the 
constitution or by-laws, act as the representative of the association 
before governmental authorities, and tonduci all transactions 'villi 
relation lo the acquisition or disposal of the properly of ihe 
association.

E.

lost; they that 
they that arc 
5:28, 29; Rev. 14:11.

arc

ncccs-
C. We believe in the spiritual unity of believers of com-Lord

Jesus Christ. Rom. 12:5, I Cor. 10:17; Gal. 3:28; Jn. 17:21； 
Eph. ‘1:13.

our
rules of procedure.own

IV. Membership
Membership in this association shall consist of individuals who 

subscribe to ihe constitution and who have paid the lncinbership 
fee or annual dues as prescribed in the by-laws.
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Devotions and Summer Conference13. Committee
This com in it lee shall be responsible for arranging all meetings, 

and for preparing and executing the program for the annual 
summer conference of the association.

VI. AincndincnUi
These by-iaws may be amended special meet

ing by a two-thirds vote, provided at least 10 days notice of the 
proposed amendment shall have been given.

一Amended and Adopted August II,1956

any annualat or

C. Coinmittcc on Comity and Field Information
This com mi ucc shall give due consideration to all matters of 

comity, including the correlation of location of mission work, and 
shall disseminate information relating to the activities of mission 
orgnnizations.
D. Annual Directory Coinmittcc

This committee shall prepare and publish an annual directory 
of evangelical missionaries and pastors in Japan.
E. Editorial Committee

This committee shall he responsible for ihc publication of the 
official organ of the E.M.A.J. and any other such literature 
the association or Excculivc Committee shall direct. The editor 
of the official organ shall be nppoinlcd by (he Executive Com
mittee and may attend the Executive Com mi lice meetings 
non-voiiiig member. Editorial policies 
of the Executive Commiticc.

SPIRIT
乂きは..

”God hath not given 

the spirit of fear；
as

us
but of power； and 

or love； and of a •
subject to the approvalarc

III. Officers

The officers of ihc association shall consist of a president, 
vice-president, secretary, ireasurer, and three others. They shall 
assume office at (he close of the annunl conference.
A. Duties

The president shall act as chairman of the Excculivc Commiltce 
and shall preside at the annual meetings. He shall call special 
meetings of the association upon ihc request of the Executive 
Commiltee.

rhe vice-president shall act in the absence 
president and shall exercise the same powers and duties while 
acting. '.

The secretary shall keep the minulcs of all meetings of
may be assigned

inability of theor
so

Tiri
the ! LEADERSHIP TRAINING MATERIALS!

Iassociation, and perform such oilier duties 
by ihc president

1lie treasurer shall receive, disburse, and keep 
all money of ihe association, including membership fees or dues, 
except that all capital cxpcncliiurcs shall be under the direct ion 
of the Executive Committee.

ns
the Executive Committee.

practical suggestions for administration 
| of Sunday Scools and Church Schools :

WORKING TOGETHERaccount ofan

B 6 100 きyen

_ practical study of teaching methods : DIRECTING THE LEARNER 5
B. Terms of Office

The terms of office of Executive Committee members shall be
member-at large 

year; the vice-president, treasurer, and 
mcmbcrs-at-largc shall be elected the following year. Although 
officer may succeed liimsclC to ihc same office, he may be 

difTcrcnt office for a succeeding term.

B 6 100 5yen

years. The president, secretary, and 
shall be elected the 
two

two one
practical study of the child： LEARNING TO KNOW THE CHILD |one

(publication soqo)ミ

§no
I to help grasp 
ミ picture of the Bible :

the entire historical OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY

B 6 120 yen

elected to n
C. Vacancies 

In ease of $vacancy on the Excculivc Committee, the Executive 
Committee shall have (lie authority 

complete the fiscal year.

a
I (all in Japanese ; English editions NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY | 
$ ovoiloble)

appoint another memberto
to

(publication Dec.) §

^ comprehensive studies oF Bible stories :

| ("small commentary edited by the Rev. 
Kosaku Nao)

1SHO-CHUKAI
B 6 130

IV. Voting
yenミ

Old Testament-volumes I and 3 |

(6 volumes) | 
New Testament-volumes 2, 3, 6, 9 |

Only members in good standing 
the constitution shall be entitled to vote and to the privileges 
of ihc floor at meetings of the association. A nominating 
niittcc shall be nppoinlcd by the Executive Com mi lice at least 
sixty days before the annual conference. Nominations shall be

as defined in Article TV of

!
coin-

made by this nominating committee and further nominations may 
be made from the floor. A majority of ihc members present and 
voting shall be suflicicnt for election

CONCORDIA SHA
adoption.or

for the Tokyo Lutheran Center BookiJoro) 
16,1-chomo, Fujimicho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.

(our new name

V. Dues

Annual membership fees 
husband and wife—Y500; all members of a mission joining 

as a body ai one time—same as above less 20%.

follows: Single membership—arc as

SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE HARVEST
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AUTOMOBLILE CASUALTY

MARINEFIRE

PROPERTYPERSONAL

つt^iou<^out

INSURANCE AND 

SURETY CO., INC.the CAPITAL
Rm 113 Sanshin Bldg.,10-1 chome, Vuraku-cho, Chiyoda-ku,

Tokyo

Tel : 59-5131/4

YOKOHAMA YOKOSUKA OSAKA

Tel : 2-8102, 2-7509 23-2587/8009, 2038

KOBE NAGOYA KYOTO

Tel: 3-5341/2 54-2500/2 5-1401
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world thg
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fly Worthwest•v '、、免 
1 Ve，e^s like

?〇36 miles to ^eUS^r

me

0 ve

Northwest’s Turbo Constellations 

are shortest，fastest
Northwest’s Great Circle route can 

save you many hours of travel...
and every hour aboard the 

magnificent Lockheed Turbo 

Constellations is relaxed and restful…
easy-chair seats,••• 

cabins pressurized for comfortable 

flying above the weather.

Only Northwest offers you one-airline 

^ service across the Pacific and across 

the U.S.A. (Five first-class and 

five tourist services weekly, 
へ、 ^ as low as $488, Tokyo to 

霞^^^^^^^^ Seattle.) Connecting air-
lines to all West Coast 

Cities at no extra fare.

趙
« ■ \

Tokyo : Room 101,Nikkatsu Building. 
Tel. 27— 4581

Osaka : Room 401，Asahi Building. 
Tel. 23-3422
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MAGAZINE-SIZE, ILLUSTRATED 

LUKE OR ACTS 

IN CLASSICAL JAPANESE

!i

に:

，

丨

1,000 COPES for ONLY ¥5,000 NET
:
■

響丨i；i

Mm
-

These .attractive, large-hype Portions are illustrated with 

photographs of geographical 

mostly in the Holy Land and throwing light 

story. These geographical and historical illustrations, inclu

ding maps, bring*the reader close to the Palestine in which

oF invaluable help fco teachers and

and objects, taken 

the Gospel

scenes

on
I

:!

Jesus lived. They' 

students alike.

are

Size 8.5/16 X II inches : 32 pages

THE GOOD NEWS : ST. LUKE (964 Pictures) 
INTO ALL THE WORLD : THE ACTS (80 Pictures)

Se/iotecC

JAPAN BIBLE SOCIETY
2 4-chome Ginza, Tokyo


